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Abstract

When we are looking at a visual stimuli, there are certain areas that stand out

from the neighbouring areas and immediately grab our attention. A map that identi-

fies such areas is called a visual saliency map. As humans can easily recognize actions

when watching videos, having their saliency maps available might be beneficial for

a fully automated action recognition system. In this thesis we look into ways of

learning to predict the visual saliency and how to use the learned saliency for action

recognition.

In the first phase, as opposed to the approaches that use manually designed fea-

tures for saliency prediction, we propose few multilayer architectures for learning

saliency features. First, we learn first layer features in a two layer architecture using

an unsupervised learning algorithm. Second, we learn second layer features in a two

layer architecture using a supervision from recorded human gaze fixations. Third, we

use a deep architecture that learns features at all layers using only supervision from

recorded human gaze fixations.

We show that the saliency prediction results we obtain are better than those

obtained by approaches that use manually designed features. We also show that

using a supervision on higher levels yields better saliency prediction results, i.e. the

second approach outperforms the first, and the third outperforms the second.

In the second phase we focus on how saliency can be used to localize areas that will

be used for action classification. In contrast to the manually designed action features,

such as HOG/HOF, we learn the features using a fully supervised deep learning

architecture. We show that our features in combination with the predicted saliency

(from the first phase) outperform manually designed features. We further develop

an SVM framework that uses the predicted saliency and learned action features to

both localize (in terms of bounding boxes) and classify the actions. We use saliency

prediction as an additional cost in the SVM training and testing procedure when

inferring the bounding box locations. We show that the approach in which saliency

cost is added yields better action recognition results than the approach in which the

cost is not added. The improvement is larger when the cost is added both in training

and testing, rather than just in testing.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objectives

Human action recognition has been a well-studied problem in the last decade. It has

many potential applications including automated surveillance, video archival/retrieval,

medical diagnosis, sport analysis, and human-computer interaction. However, this is

a complex and challenging task due to many ambiguities that are caused by non-

rigid body articulation, loose clothing, occlusions, as well as by image/video noise,

shadows, viewpoint/scale/illumination changes, etc. Designing features that are in-

variant to all variations that occur in the data is a very challenging problem. Another

problem is where to look for the relevant features. Videos that contain actions are

commonly unsegmented and it may be required to annotate certain frames in terms

of, for example, bounding boxes that would provide locations of the actions. This is

a very cumbersome and time-consuming process, so we would want our action recog-

nition system to be able to do that automatically, without human intervention. For

that reason, human action recognition is usually posed as a weakly labeled problem,

i.e. a problem of action clip classification in which only the label of each action clip is

known, but the labels of individual parts of the action clip are not. This means that

semantic labels available for a video refer to the class of the video as a whole, whereas

the discriminative features that result in that categorization may only occur over a

spatiotemporal subset of the video. Therefore, a fully automated action recognition

system should be able to simultaneously learn discriminative features and find parts

of a video where those features occur.

Using gaze information as a form of an input can enable a computer vision system

to gain more information about a given task, such as object detection/recognition, im-

age segmentation and action detection/recognition. Analyzing the way humans look

at images/videos could lead to improvements in the construction of computer vision

systems because, if class specific observation patterns exist, decisions regarding the

computational recognition and/or detection process could be made based on human

gaze data[10]. For example, when we observe a video of two people shaking hands,

perhaps we would move our eyes to fixate on areas that we deem important: peoples

10



1.1 Motivation and objectives

faces and their hands. If there was a video of a couple of people playing football, we

would probably fixate on their lower body parts and/or a ball. Even though in both

of those videos people (who may look very similar) are performing an action we want

to recognize, we fixate our eyes on different areas, depending on the action class of

the video. The body parts that we fixate, that is hand in handshaking and leg in

kicking, are the ones that are relevant to discriminate between the actions. Therefore,

by focusing only on the areas where people have looked, for a fully automated action

recognition system it would be easier to discriminate between those two videos as it

would not have to look for those areas. Indeed, using human fixations has shown to be

useful in many real world applications, such as image [11, 12] and video retrieval [13],

image segmentation [14], assistive robotics [15], object detection/recognition[16, 17]

and action recognition as well[18, 19].

However, if the gaze information about fixated areas is not available, a fully au-

tomated action recognition system would have to infer those areas and patterns au-

tomatically. This makes the learning more challenging. Having available the infor-

mation about the relevant areas, it might be that the recognition system would be

easier to train, especially given the limited amount of training data. What we aim

is to build a machine learning framework for the problem of action recognition that

would be able to use gaze information in order to alleviate this problem. Since eye

tracking provides a non-invasive way of obtaining user information, and as the devices

continue to reduce in size and cost, they may become one of the most informative

and natural sensor mechanisms for gathering useful user data. However, we would

not want to use eye-tracking for each new test video. Hence, in a test video we would

want to be able to predict the location where the relevant parts of the action occur,

while using ground truth eye-tracking data only during training.

Another important goal of eye-tracking studies is understanding the human vi-

sual system and the visual process. Understanding the mechanism of human visual

attention is a problem that has attracted the interest of several research areas, such

as cognitive science, neuroscience, biology, psychology and computer science. For ex-

ample, building computational models of (visual) cortex by drawing inspiration from

biology is very common in the area of computer science and computer vision in par-

11



1.1 Motivation and objectives

ticular. 1 One of the tasks of such computational models is human fixation/saliency

prediction, which is a problem that has been well studied in the recent years within

the computer vision community.

Visual saliency is usually defined as the distinct subjective perceptual quality

which makes some items in the world stand out from their neighbors and immediately

grab our attention [20]. The basic principle behind computing saliency is the detection

of locations whose local visual attributes significantly differ from the surrounding

image attributes, along some dimension or combination of dimensions. The difference

could be in a number of simple visual feature dimensions which are believed to be

represented in the early stages of cortical visual processing: color, edge orientation,

luminance, or motion direction [21]. For more details on which elementary visual

features may strongly contribute to saliency prediction see [22].

It is important to note that visual saliency is subjective, i.e. it is the consequence

of an interaction of a stimulus with other stimuli, as well as with a visual system.

Therefore, it cannot be described as a physical property of a visual stimulus. Also,

what is salient for humans may not be salient for birds. What is salient can be

influenced by training: for example, for human subjects particular letters can become

salient by training. In our work we will focus on the saliency of human subjects and

we will aim to reconstruct their saliency maps. The assumption we are making here

is that humans are good at localizing and recognizing actions in videos and therefore

their saliency maps are informative for the task of action recognition.

Until recently, most computational approaches that are trying to model the pre-

diction of human fixations/saliency were based on manually selected features chosen

based on some assumptions that we have about our visual system. Such approaches

are limited by the knowledge of human visual system. Rather than manually design-

ing the features for saliency prediction we aim to learn them.

This concept of learning features has come to the focus of computer vision com-

munity in the last few years, even though basic ideas have been around for a very

long time. For example, many of commonly used existing linear models, such as PCA

and ICA are actually one layer architectures in which the coefficients are learned

1Although, building biological and computational models is a bidirectional process: in return,
analysis of computational models combined with eye tracking studies could hopefully shed some
light on the biology of the human visual system.

12



1.2 Contributions

in an unsupervised manner. The idea of learning the features (in a supervised or

an unsupervised manner) is the first main characteristic of deep learning paradigm

which has become very popular lately. Second main characteristic is stacking the

features in a hierarchical way in order to make deeper architectures with multiple

feature layers of increasing complexity. This characteristic is inspired by the human

brain architecture which is know to be organized in a hierarchical way. The intent

is to discover more abstract features in the higher levels, which will hopefully make

the classification task easier. As mentioned previously, manually designing features

for either saliency prediction or action recognition is a challenging problem. Instead,

we aim to employ this idea of learning features for both of those problems.

1.2 Contributions

The main goal of this thesis is to address the problem of action recognition using

saliency learned from recorded human gaze information.

In the first phase the focus is on developing a saliency prediction framework that

learns saliency features at multiple layers and uses gaze information during supervised

learning of features and a saliency classifier. We have addressed this problem both

for images (2D) and action videos (3D). In the context of the third chapter, we refer

to the first layer features as low-layer features, to the second layer features as mid-

layer features, and to the features higher than second layer as high level features.

Our contributions regarding the problem of 2D and 3D saliency prediction are the

following:

1. we have employed a biologically inspired unsupervised learning algorithm, namely

topographic ICA, in order to learn low-level 2D saliency features. Saliency learn-

ing is posed as a binary classification problem where gaze fixations are used as

a ground truth supervision data and linear SVM is used as a classifier on top

of learned saliency features. Note that the supervision from gaze is used only

in the SVM learning. We have shown that our learned features outperform

handcrafted ones.

2. in the same topographic ICA + SVM framework we have incorporated super-

vised learning from gaze in mid layers of topographic ICA and shown that this

13



1.2 Contributions

approach outperforms the one in which supervised learning is not incorporated

in mid layers of topographic ICA, i.e. in which supervised learning is incorpo-

rated only at the highest level, that is SVM learning (as in 1),

3. we have employed a fully supervised multilayer 2D convolutional neural network

that uses only gaze fixation data as a ground truth supervision at all layers and

shown that this type of network outperforms our previous approaches,

4. we have extended 2D convolutions to 3D and shown that the results of a con-

volutional neural network that uses 3D convolutions outperform the results of

the network that uses 2D convolutions.

In the second phase the focus is on developing methods that use learned saliency

prediction in order to find parts of videos that contain action and by doing so alleviate

the action classification. Our contributions regarding action recognition using saliency

prediction are the following:

1. we have learned 3D local action features using gaze information when sampling

cuboids for the learning. We have shown good discriminatory power of those

features by comparing them to the commonly used handcrafted ones in a sim-

ple majority voting framework. In the same framework we have shown the

importance of using saliency prediction when sampling cuboid votes,

2. we have built a latent SVM based action recognition framework that uses

learned action features and learned saliency in order to infer latent variables,

i.e. bounding boxes of the actions. We have shown the improvement over base-

line SVM that does not use bounding box inference. The improvement is larger

when bounding box inference is used during both training and testing, then

when it is used only during testing. Finally, we have shown that using saliency

prediction significantly improves the results compared to the same SVM frame-

work in which saliency is not used.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the overview of the work that will be presented in the thesis

and highlight in which part of the presented work each of the contribution will be

shown.

14



1.3 Outline

Figure 1: Thesis overview. Green components represent the work related to saliency
learning (Chapter 3) and blue components represent the work related to the action
recognition (Chapter 4). Numbers in the bottom right corners are related to the list
of the contributions, separately for saliency learning and action recognition.

1.3 Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

In chapter 2 we present related works: in 2.1 we present works related to visual

saliency learning, and in 2.2 we present works related to human action recognition.

In chapter 3 we present our multilayer architectures for predicting fixations that

uses learned features and recorded human fixations. We show how these features

compare to the commonly used handcrafted features and how learning features while

15



1.3 Outline

incorporating supervision from human gaze at different layers affects the results.

In chapter 4 we present two methods for action recognition that use saliency

learned from recorded gaze fixations. In 4.1 we present a simple majority voting

framework in order to demonstrate the discriminatory power of our learned action

features. In 4.2 we build upon those features a latent SVM framework that uses addi-

tional cost from saliency prediction and demonstrate the importance of incorporating

this loss in the SVM.

In chapter 5 we present the conclusions of our work and propose some future

research directions.

16



2. Related work

2 Related work

2.1 Visual saliency learning

In the last decade, many computational models for predicting human saliency have

been proposed. They are based on various, usually biologically inspired, principles,

such as locally occurring patterns[23, 24], information maximization principle[25, 26],

graph representations[27], filtering methods[28] and most recently neural networks[29,

30, 31, 32]. Typically, saliency maps obtained by recording human gaze are used only

to validate the proposed models. One of the pioneering and most well known works

that validates their saliency prediction model in such way is the one from Itti et

al. [23]. Their saliency prediction model is based on computing three types of feature

maps: intensity-, color-, and orientation-based. In the next processing step, a map

normalization operator is proposed. This operator promotes maps in which a small

number of strong peaks of activity is present, while suppressing maps that contain

numerous comparable peak responses. In this model no learning at any stage is

employed, either supervised (using gaze fixations as a ground truth) or unsupervised.

More recent approaches in predicting visual saliency use recorded eye gaze infor-

mation in order to train classifiers that predict human fixations [33, 34, 35, 36, 2, 37,

35]. A detailed review on recent advances on learning saliency using recorded eye gaze

information in the training is given in [38]. The earliest work following this approach

is the one of [33, 34, 35]. They extract fixated and non fixated patches as positive

and negative examples, respectively, and train a binary RBF SVM classifier on those

raw patches. Note that no manually selected features are used: an SVM classifier is

trained on raw image patches. On their dataset this approach yields superior results

in predicting human fixations comparing to the model of Itti et al. [23].

In contrast to this, [36, 37, 2] use manually selected features. They use the same

type of low level features as [23], but in addition to those, [37, 2, 36] use high level

features, such as the output of a face detector and a center bias, and [36] use mid

level features, such as the output of a horizon detector, too. Face detector output

is an important feature. In [39] is found that when faces are present in an image,

we first focus on them. Also, it is found that inter-subject scanpath consistency on

images with faces is higher that in the images without them. Another important high

17



2.1 Visual saliency learning

level feature is central bias. Most of datasets exhibit central bias in two ways. First,

photos are usually taken in such way that objects of interest are centered. Second,

when looking at images we naturally tend to look at the image center first. One way

of modeling central bias is described in [37]. In this work central bias is used as a high

level feature for saliency prediction. It is also used in the same way in the follow-up

work from the same authors, that is in [2].

Central idea in the works that use combinations of manually selected low, mid and

high level features [36, 37, 2] is to learn optimal weights for feature integration using

recorded gaze fixations. In [37] optimal weights are learned using linear, least square

regression. In a more recent work from the same authors, [2], optimal weights (for

same feature channels) are learned using nonlinear AdaBoost. This yielded major

improvements in the saliency prediction results over linear, least square regression.

In [36] optimal weights are learned using binary linear SVM. Even though they use

more types of features, their results do not outperform the ones from [2].

More detailed illustration of the bottom-up saliency model used in [2] (and similar

to the models in [37, 36, 23]) is shown in Fig. 2. For an image location x the values

of the maps f1, f2, ..., fn (based on color, intensity, orientation and face detection) at

this particular location are extracted and stacked to form the sample vector:

f(x) = [f1(x) f2(x)... fn(x)]. (1)

In the works of [37, 2, 36] this vector is assigned with a label +1 or -1, indicating

whether the location is fixated or not, and then used for training a classifier that

learns the optimal weights for features integration, while in [23] feature integration is

handcrafted. When testing, G(x) is the predicted value of saliency at location x.

Spatiotemporal saliency

As in the case of saliency prediction in static images, there are many computational

models for predicting saliency in videos. An exhaustive overview and comparative

study is given in [40]. However, there are not many works that use human fixations

in the learning phase, which is the focus of our work. To the best of our knowledge,

there are only four works that are using recorded human fixations ([41, 42, 3, 43])
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2.1 Visual saliency learning

Figure 2: Bottom-up saliency model used in [2]

when learning the parameters for saliency prediction. Two of them, [43] and [3], use

action videos datasets to validate their method, both in terms of saliency prediction

and action classification results.

The first work that introduces the concept of using human ground truth fixations

in the spatiotemporal saliency learning is the one of [3] (the same authors introduced

this concept a year earlier for static images in [33]). In the same work they introduce

the idea of using learned spatiotemporal saliency prediction for action recognition.

Their spatiotemporal saliency predictor is based on the popular periodic detector

[44]. In the work of [44] 1-D Gabor filters are used for spatiotemporal interest point

detection. In contrast to this, in [3] temporal filters are learned using a simple neural

network. In that way, the periodic detector is generalized to an arbitrary shaped

temporal filters which are fitted to the eye tracking data by learning the network

parameters, i.e. filter weights. This approach is validated in two ways. First, is is

validated by showing that saliency prediction results of the learned saliency predic-

tor outperform the saliency prediction results of the periodic detector and 3D-Harris
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2.1 Visual saliency learning

Figure 3: Illustration of detected maxima for Harris, periodic and learned detector
[3]

detector, which are both completely manually designed, i.e. in which no parame-

ters are learned. Second, it is validated by showing that action recognition results

when using the proposed saliency prediction outperform the state-of-the-art which

use either periodic or 3D-Harris detectors. Qualitative comparison of 3D Harris[45],

periodic[44] and the proposed learned detectors responses is shown in Fig. 3. We can

see that 3D Harris detector produces a response only if the spatiotemporal gradient

varies significantly over all three dimensions; it detects cornerness. As opposed to

this periodic detector and learned detector produce denser responses. We should also

note that neural network is trained on short movie video clips and not on the action

videos on which it is tested.

Another more recent work that addresses the problem of spatiotemporal saliency

learning is the one of [43]. However, in contrast to [3] they collect human eye-tracking

annotations for a couple of action datasets (Hollywood2 and UCF Sports) and use

those for training their saliency predictor. They pose saliency prediction problem as

a binary classification problem, i.e. fixated points are treated as positive examples,

and non-fixated points are treated as negative examples. To solve this classification

problem, a linear SVM is used on top of manually selected features extracted around

points in question to learn the optimal weights for feature integration. This SVM

then acts as a saliency predictor on test videos. This kind of learning concept was

introduced for images in [36] and described previously; see Fig. 2. This work will

be further described in 2.2.3: there we will focus on its contribution regarding action

recognition.
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2.1 Visual saliency learning

The latest work that uses human gaze when learning saliency is [42]. In contrast

to the majority of models that calculate saliency value for every pixel, in their model

saliency is calculated only for a small set of candidate locations that are selected

based on static, motion and semantic features. After candidate extraction, selecting

the most salient ones is accomplished by learning the transitional probability, that

is the probability to shift from one gaze location in a source frame to the new one

in a destination frame. The learning problem is posed as a classification problem -

whether a gaze transition occurs from a given source candidate to a given target can-

didate. It is shown that using sparse candidates achieves superior saliency prediction

results and that it is fast.

To summarize, the common approach in saliency prediction was to use handcrafted

local image features at the lowest layers of saliency prediction models and build a

fusion layer on top of it. The fusion layer may or may not have been learned using

recorded gaze information. We have presented the evidence that support the idea that

recorded gaze, when incorporated in the saliency prediction models in the learning

of the fusion layer improves the results comparing to the methods that do not learn

the fusion from human gaze. We aim to see if learning at different layers of the

architecture we will propose improves the saliency prediction results. We will do

so by learning certain layers of our architecture in either unsupervised way or in a

supervised way using human gaze as a ground truth.

In 2.1.1 we will present the work regarding topographic independent component

analysis, an algorithm which can be seen as a layer-wise network and whose param-

eters are learned in an unsupervised way. This is the algorithm we will use in order

to learn low layer features for saliency prediction. In 2.1.2 we will present the work

regarding deep learning, where multiple layers of features can be learned in a super-

vised or unsupervised way, and show how this methodology has been used for learning

saliency. In 2.1.3 we will present datasets we will use in our experiments.

2.1.1 Topographic Independent Component Analysis

Some works support the idea that applying Independent Component Analysis on

natural images leads to the emergence of oriented linear filters that resemble simple-
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2.1 Visual saliency learning

cell receptive fields in the human visual V1 cortex [46, 47]. In order to explain

the emergence of the V1 topography, i.e. complex cells that receive an input from

simple cells, a more generalized model, namely topographic Independent Component

Analysis (tICA), is presented in [46] . A detailed comparison between ICA and tICA

is given in [47]. In that work it has been shown that tICA leads to simultaneous

emergence of complex cell properties as well as to their topographic organization.

The main idea in the tICA model comparing to ICA is to introduce nonlinearity in

higher levels while considering the topographic ordering of basis vectors. This means

that vectors with stronger higher order correlations should be close to each other

in the topology. This kind of topological ordering might lead to the emergence of

complex cell properties where each neighborhood cell acts like a complex cell[46].

Another algorithm very close to tICA is Independent Subspace Analysis (ISA),

proposed by the same authors and in more details described in [8]. This model in-

troduces nonlinearities as tICA, but the weights of the second layer of the proposed

architecture are such that represent the subspace structure of the neurons in the first

layer, instead of enforcing the proximity of vectors with stronger higher order correla-

tions in the topology, as in tICA. In [7] ISA algorithm is used to learn spatiotemporal

features for action recognition. Therefore, this work will be described in more details

in 2.2.1.

Another unsupervised learning method that is closely related to component anal-

ysis methods is sparse coding. Both component analysis and sparse coding methods

are based on generative modeling where an image or an image patch is represented as

a linear combination of basis vectors multiplied by corresponding coefficients. Those

coefficients vary from image to image, i.e. an image is characterized by those coeffi-

ciens. The main goal is to learn a set of basis vectors that will form a fixed dictionary

and will be used to reconstruct new images or image patches. Component analysis

and sparse coding methods can also be compared to wavelet transforms[48]: there, a

manually designed dictionary is used to reconstruct images.

Independent Component Analysis and Principal Component Analysis are two

commonly used component analysis methods. In PCA the goal is to learn a set

of mutually orthogonal basis vectors that catupre the direction of maximum varince

in the data and for which the coefficients are pairwise decorrelated. In ICA the goal

is to learn a set of basis vectors that generate statistically independent coefficients.
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2.1 Visual saliency learning

The goal in sparse coding is to seek basis vectors by which each image is represented

by a small number of active coefficients: sparse coding, unlike ICA, emphasizes spar-

sity over independence of the coefficients. However, a learning that maximizes the

sparseness of the individual outputs also promotes their statistical independence[49].

Sparse image representations have been proposed as models of receptive fields in

different parts of our visual system [49, 50, 5]. Most famous works that supports

the idea that sparse image representations are a good way of modeling some parts

of the human visual system is [49]. The search for sparse image code is formulated

as a simple optimization problem in which a function that consist of two terms is

minimized. First term is the reconstruction error which measures how well the code

represents the images. Second term enforces the sparsity of the coefficients, i.e. it

enforces the images being represented by only few active coefficients. The learned

basis vectors are shown to have the same properties as the receptive fields of simple

cells in mammalian primary visual cortex: they are spatially localized, oriented and

bandpass.

Sparse image representations are commonly used to extract image features for the

task of saliency prediction [51, 52, 31, 32]. In [52] two types of dictionaries are learned

jointly. The first dictionary is learned in a sparse way and it aims to reconstruct few

types of manually designed patch features. The second dictionary uses the sparse

coefficients reconstructed using the first dictionary in order to reconstruct the patch

fixation value. In [51] a discriminative dictionary for saliency detection is learned. The

dictionary is learned in a sparse manner, but during the learning it also uses supervised

information from eye tracking recordings in order to enhance the discriminative power

of the dictionary. The works of [31, 32] employ sparse learning in a deep hierarchical

manner and therefore will be described in section 2.1.2.

ICA has also been used for saliency prediction[53, 25, 54]. In those works ICA is

used as a feature extraction method at lowest layer. As higher level modeling [53] use

Bernoulli mixture model, [25] use information maximization principle and [54] use

Bayesian framework. As mentioned, a very popular type of hierarchical non-linear

modeling nowadays is by using deep learning models. Models that use deep learning

for saliency prediction will be described in more detail in 2.1.2.
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The algorithms mentioned above (ICA, tICA, ISA, sparse coding) have an unsu-

pervised criterion according to which the weights of their architectures are optimized.

However, there is an interesting work of [55] that shows how convolutional pooling

architectures can be inherently frequency selective and translation invariant: good

features can be extracted even with random weights. In support of this claim is also

the work of [56]. Here, a standard convolutional architecture is used, and results

obtained by an architecture with random weights at lower layers are shown to be

comparable to the ones obtained by an optimized architecture. Here, by optimized

architecture it is meant that an architecture is optimized using a supervision criterion,

as opposed to [55] where an unsupervised tICA criterion is used.

On the other hand, there are many works that emphasize the importance of unsu-

pervised pretraining and weight initialization of network weights [57, 58, 59, 60]. Also,

there is a work of [61] that claims that when there is a large amount of labeled data

available, there can be significant gain from optimizing the network weights using a

supervised criterion comparing to the approach where an architecture is optimized

using an unsupervised criterion.

2.1.2 Feature learning for saliency prediction

In the recent years there has been an increasing amount of work based on deep learn-

ing methodology. It has shown superior results over classical methods in various

areas, including visual tasks, such as image classification[62], object detection [63],

action recognition[64], audio tasks [65] and natural language processing [66]. The goal

of deep learning is to learn a hierarchy of features. We can draw an analogy to the

common pipeline in the vast majority of computer vision works[67]. In the first stage

a feature descriptor is applied (for example: HOG, HOF, SIFT). In the second stage

filters are learned in an unsupervised manner using K-means (the nonlinearity in this

case is winner-takes-it-all). In third stage a pooling operator is applied as an average

over multiple scales. Finally, the classifier is usually an SVM. Usually, each of this

stage/layer is learned separately; in contrast to that, deep learning approach aims to

learn all layers of the architecture end-to-end, i.e. learn all layers of the architecture

simultaneously. However, what lacks in the vast majority of deep learning works

is a mathematical analysis of network properties. There is an interesting work of
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Figure 4: Convolutional neural network used in [4] for handwritten digits recognition

[68] which studies the properties of neural networks by concentrating on a particular

class of deep convolutional networks defined by the scattering transforms. A scatter-

ing transform computes a translation invariant representation by cascading wavelet

transforms and pooling operators, which average the amplitude of iterated wavelet

coefficients. The first layer outputs SIFT-type descriptors, whereas the next layers

provides a complementary invariant information for the given classification task. Us-

ing such transforms network properties can be analyzed mathematically in terms of

the stability of the wavelet coefficients.

A very important concept in deep learning, besides the hierarchical learning of fea-

tures, is the convolution. Except for being biologically plausible, convolution allows

training of deeper architectures, as convolutional weight sharing reduces the num-

ber of parameters. One of the first and most famous convolutional neural network,

LeNet-5, is presented in [69]. It is used for the task of handwriting recognition (see

Fig. 4). This kind of, or similar, architecture is used in many different tasks, such as

images, speech and time-series recognition[65, 70].

The selectivity of neurons for oriented bar stimuli in cortical area V1 is well

documented and, as we have seen in 2.1.1, there are works that are trying to replicate

the simple and complex cells of the V1 area. However, the response properties of

neurons in the higher levels are still not well known. An attempt to model specifically

the V2 area is made in [5] by using a sparse deep belief net whose layers are restricted

Boltzmann machines. They show that using this method it is possible to capture a
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2.1 Visual saliency learning

Figure 5: Visualization of V2 neurons in [5]

Figure 6: Filters learned by a convolutional deep belief network, as presented in [6]:
in the first row filters learned in layer 2 are depicted, in second filters of layer 3 are
depicted.

variety of both colinear features as well as corners and junctions in the second layer

of their architecture (see Fig. 5).

Learning invariant feature hierarchies using convolutional network architecture is

presented in [67]. It is shown that a convolutional network produces more diverse

and less redundant filters than a non-convolutional network. Similarly, in [6] a con-

volutional deep belief network is trained on Caltech-101 object recognition dataset.

In Fig. 6 we can see that the second layer of the network learns visual parts that are

shared amongst object classes. In the same figure we see that the third layer seem to

learn filters that are specific to individual object classes.

Recently, deep learning has become popular in the area of saliency prediction too,

applied either in an unsupervised way [71] or in a supervised way using recorded

ground truth fixations obtained by gaze tracking [29, 30, 31, 32, 72]. [71] use a
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simple k-means algorithm in order to learn adaptive low-level filters. In the further

processing thresholding and pooling techniques are applied in order to generate more

robust mid-level features. Further on, several saliency maps are obtained by using

predefined set of hand-crafted filters. Finally, they are fused in order to construct the

saliency map. Here, human fixations were not used at any stage of learning. [30] uses

the architecture and learned filters of the Krizhevsky network[62]. Those filters are not

adapted, i.e. finetuned, using the saliency dataset on which the proposed network was

evaluated. However, the weights of the final softmax layer are learned in a supervised

manner using human fixations of the dataset on which the approach is validated. [31]

and [32] use a multi-layer sparse network to learn low-, mid- and high-level features

from natural images and train a linear SVM to learn optimal weights for feature

integration, as in [36]. Here, human fixations are used to learn the SVM parameters,

and the network parameters are learned using the sparseness criterion. [29] construct

multiple layers of biologically inspired features which are (depending on the number

of layers) parameterized by various number of architectural parameters. Upon those

features a linear SVM is used in the same way as in [36] and [31, 32]. However, here,

as opposed to [31, 32], human fixations are used to learn both the SVM parameters

and architectural parameters. In the most recent work of [72] human fixations are

also used to learn both the SVM parameters and network parameters.

2.1.3 Datasets

Here, we will describe the datasets which we will use in order to validate our saliency

prediction models, both for images (2D) and video sequences (3D). An extensive

overview on eye tracking datasets, both for images and video sequences is given in

[73]. For the problem of saliency prediction in 2D images we will focus on the most

popular datasets that consist mostly of natural scenes images. For the problem of

saliency prediction in video sequences we will focus on video sequences depicting

human actions.

2D eye tracking datasets

For the problem of 2D saliency prediction, we will validate our method on three

commonly used datasets that contain human eye fixations recorded while the subjects

observed images of natural scenes:
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Figure 7: Image stimuli and its corresponding fixation density maps in the MIT
dataset

1. the dataset from Judd et al.[36] (MIT dataset),

2. the dataset from Bruce and Tsotsos[25] (Toronto dataset),

3. the dataset used in [35, 33, 34] (Kienzle dataset).

In all datasets subjects observed images in a free-viewing manner, i.e. without any

given task. This suggest using the bottom up saliency detection approach.

The MIT dataset consists of eye tracking data from 15 subjects free viewing 1003

color images of outdoor and indoor scenes. There are 779 landscape and 228 portrait

images. Human agreement of this dataset is 90.8%[2]. The examples of image stimuli

and its corresponding fixation density maps can be seen in Fig. 7. Fixation density

maps are obtained by smoothing the recorded fixation maps using Gaussian kernel

with bandwidth set to the visual angle span of 1◦.

The Toronto dataset consist of eye tracking data from 11 subjects free viewing

120 color images of outdoor and indoor scenes. A large portion of the images do not

contain a particular region of interest (e.g. faces or a distinct object) and therefore

it is considered a more difficult dataset. This is probably the reason why human

agreement on this dataset is a bit lower, namely 87.8%[2]. This is in agreement with

the argument of [39] where it was found that the scanpath consistency in images with

faces was higher than in the ones that do not contain faces. The examples of image

stimuli and its corresponding fixation density maps can be seen in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Image stimuli and its corresponding fixation density maps in the Toronto
dataset

Figure 9: Image stimuli and its corresponding fixations in the Kienzle dataset

The Kienzle dataset consist of eye tracking data from 14 subjects free viewing

200 gray scale images taken in the nature. This dataset is the most challenging since

it contains scenes that are very monotonic and without any particular regions of

interest. The examples of image stimuli and its corresponding recorded fixations can

be seen in Fig. 9.

3d (spatiotemporal) eye tracking datasets

The pioneering work on spatiotemporal saliency prediction in action videos is the

one of [43]. In this work human eye-tracking annotations are collected for two popular

action datasets: Hollywood2 and UCF Sports. The human eye movements were
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Figure 10: One example of each action from the UCF sports dataset with the corre-
sponding recorded human eye fixations

collected from 16 subjects that were split in 2 groups: active (12 subjects) and free

viewing (4 subjects). The active group had to watch the videos as they were solving

action recognition task, while a free viewing group was not given any specific task

while watching videos.

There are two important findings in this work. First, it is found that there is a

good inter-subject fixation agreement, which makes suitable to use the recorded gaze

fixations as ground truth for saliency prediction. Second, it is found that there are

no significant differences between the eye movements of active group and free viewing

group, i.e. there is no major task influence. This suggest that recorded fixations of

all 16 subjects can be used as a ground truth in the same way, as it is in [43, 74]. In

our work, we will do the same. The examples of actions and corresponding recorded

fixations can be seen in Fig. 10.
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2.1.4 Conclusions

We have seen how deep learning aims to imitate the human visual pathway by learning

features in a hierarchical way - in the same way we aim to build a hierarchy that will

be able to use those learned features for saliency prediction task. As topographic ICA

has shown to be a good way of modeling the visual complex V1 cells, we will first (in

3.1) investigate how features obtained by using its unsupervised learning criterion at

lower layers can be used for saliency prediction.

However, the results presented at the end of 2.1.1 suggest that the focus in train-

ing deep architectures should be not so much on the unsupervised criteria, but on

the choice of the architecture (its depth, filter size/number, using convolution) and

on acquiring more labeled data, since the supervision criteria is what matters. Addi-

tionally, the works presented at the end of 2.1.2 suggest that architectures that are

optimized for parameters on all layers using supervision from fixations yield better

results than the ones that at certain layers use handcrafted features and/or features

learned in an unsupervised manner. Also, greater improvements seem to occur when

supervision is added in the upper layers.

Therefore, we will further investigate the importance of using the supervision

criteria at different levels: first, by backpropagating the supervision in addition to

the unsupervised criterion in the lower layers (in 3.2), and second, by using only the

supervision criterion on all layers and introducing some architectural changes (in 3.3).

2.2 Human action recognition

There is a large body of works in the area of action recognition - for recent surveys we

refer the reader to [75, 76, 77]. In what follows, we briefly review some of the major

works in the field and then focus on works that are closer related to the contributions

that we make, namely, works on feature learning (in 2.2.1), works on joint localization

and recognition focusing on latent SVM formulations (in 2.2.2), and finally, works that

use gaze in the action recognition framework (in 2.2.3).

In the classical human action recognition pipeline the first step is feature extrac-

tion. Usually features based on shape, such as HOG and Scale-Invariant Feature

Transform (SIFT), or motion, such as HOF and Histogram of the Oriented edges

of the Motion Boundaries (MoBH), are extracted across the areas detected by local
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STIP detectors. STIP detectors can be handcrafted (such as 3D Harris detector[45]

and periodic detector[44]) or modeled in a generative[78] or discriminative[7] man-

ner. Gaze has been also used as a STIP detector[43, 18, 3]. In such approach,

both the feature detector and feature descriptor usually act locally. Detailed anal-

ysis on combining various types of STIP detectors and local descriptors is given in

[79]. Lately, tracking and extracting trajectory features has shown very good per-

formance in the action recognition[80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. The second step

is feature encoding. Until recently a simple BoW approach was most popular: the

features extracted around detected areas are quantized and a BoW representation of

the whole video is built. Lately, using Fisher Vector (FV) encoding [88] has shown

superior results comparing to the BoW approach, in image recognition[89] and action

recognition[90, 91, 83, 84, 86, 87]. In the third step an SVM is used as a classifier on

top of the video representation.

In such approach local changes can be captured but more complex global spa-

tiotemporal relations and higher level motion patterns are lost by pooling in the

feature encoding stage. For that purpose, probabilistic graphical models such as Con-

ditional Random Fields (CRFs)[92, 93, 94, 95], Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)[96,

97, 98, 99], probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Al-

location (LDA)[78] can be used. Action grammars[100, 101, 102, 103], models that

use graph relations[85, 27] and latent SVMs[104, 74, 105] are also used to model the

higher levels of action recognition frameworks.

In 2.2.1 we will present works that address the problem of finding good features

for action recognition. In 2.2.2 we will present methodologies for action recognition

where action classification works on detection of relevant parts of the action videos

and higher modeling of their relations. In 2.2.3 we will present the work in which

gaze information has been used in action recognition. In 2.2.4 we will present human

action dataset we will use in our experiments.

2.2.1 Feature learning for action recognition

Much effort has been put in enriching local descriptors and detectors with for example,

hierarchical structures [106, 7, 107], local contexts [79, 108], or extending them to 3D

[109, 110, 111]. As mentioned previously, an approach that is focused on learning
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Figure 11: Stacked convolutional ISA for videos[7]

feature representations, namely deep learning, has become very popular in the last

few years, and has shown very good performance in various computer vision tasks

[62, 6, 63], including action recognition [7, 112, 113, 64, 114].

In [7, 114] features for action recognition are learned from the video data using

unsupervised learning algorithms: [7] uses Independent Subspace Analysis and [114]

uses Slow Feature Analysis. (ISA algorithm was mentioned in 2.1.1.) In both of those

works, features are learned in two layers using common deep learning techniques:

convolution and stacking. In Fig. 11 we show the learning architecture used in [7]

and in Fig. 12 we show the visualizations of spatiotemporal filters learned in the first

and second layer. Note that the authors visualize the optimal stimuli for the second

layer features, as visualizing and analyzing higher layer units is usually difficult. Such

features consistently outperform handcrafted ones in a BoW framework. Interestingly,

[7] also show very good generalization ability of their learned features, i.e. even if

features are learned using one type of data, they perform well on unrelated data as

well.
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Figure 12: In the first three rows each row consists of two sets of 3D first layer filters.
Rows 4-8 consist of of five 3D optimal stimuli in the second layer.

Another work that uses unsupervised deep learning approach for action recogni-

tion is [115]. In order to learn spatiotemporal features they use convolutional gated

RBMs. As a results, useful motion-sensitive features, as well as segmentation and

edge-detection operators are extracted.

Supervised deep learning algorithms, such as 3D CNNs, have also been success-

fully applied for the problem of action recognition [64, 113, 112, 116, 117]. The work

of [64] is the first one in which a 3D CNN is applied for the problem of action recog-

nition. What is particularly interesting in that work is that it shows that 3D CNN

outperforms classical methods in real-world environments, while giving comparable

results when applied in the controlled environments. However, to make the training

of the full network easier, in that work handcrafted features are used at the bottom

most layers. The work of [113] uses 3D CNN in the same way as [64], the only major

difference being that they do not use any handcrafted features: their whole architec-

ture is trained in a supervised way. In addition to that, on top of the extracted 3D
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CNN discriminative features they use another discriminative type of neural network

which is typically used for sequence classification, namely LSTM-RNN (Long Short

Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network)[118]. There are two other works from the

same authors in which similar approach is applied: [119, 120]. In [119] the features

that are fed into a LSTM-RNN are extracted by a sparse 2D autoencoder. In [120]

2D convolutions are extended to 3D. This improved the results.

The works regarding supervised 3D CNNs described so far are applied in a holistic

manner, i.e. CNN features are learned using whole video sequences as an input by

gradually increasing the level of the features from local to global. Therefore, to reduce

the input dimensionality and to remove the background noise those networks require

the inputs to be segmented video sequences. Also, they are mostly evaluated only on

the KTH dataset.

Recently, there has been much advances in applying deep CNNs for action recogni-

tion [117, 112, 116, 87, 121]. Newly developed architectures do not require the inputs

to be segmented and they are evaluated on larger datasets, such as UCF101[122],

HMDB-51[123] and Sport1M[112]. In [117] a two stream architecture that is sup-

posed to capture the complementary information on appearance from still frames

and motion between frames is trained. This architecture achieves competitive re-

sults on UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets and exceeds by a large margin previous

attempts to use deep networks for video classification. Also, in contrast to previ-

ous works, their network is trained on full frames. However, their architecture uses

only 2D convolution and 2D pooling operations. In contrast to this, [116] learn spa-

tiotemporal CNN features using 3D convolutional filters and pooling operations upon

sequences on full video frames. They show that such features in combination with

a linear SVM outperform state-of-the-art results on few benchmark datasets. [112]

explore various approaches for fusing information over temporal dimension through

the network, i.e. they use both 2D and 3D convolutional architectures and show that

the architecture that uses 3D convolutions performs best in terms of action classifica-

tion accuracy. They also show that their learned features are able to generalize well

by performing a transfer learning experiment in which only higher level features are

fine-tuned when applied on different dataset. Those results are in line with the claim

of [7] about the generalization ability of their features. It is also becoming common

to combine deep learning features with some classical action recognition approaches,
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such as trajectorie-based[87], or pose-based[121] methods.

As we mention, some not-so-recent action recognition models [113, 119, 120] use

a neural network that is developed particularly for sequence classification, that is

LSTM-RNN. However, their methods are evaluated only on KTH dataset. Nowadays,

LSTM-RNNs are gaining more popularity even in large scale action recognition[124,

125, 126]. [124] try to learn the dynamic saliency of the actions in the context of

LSTM RNNs by detecting and integrating the salient spatio-temporal sequences.

They show that the results they obtain outperform the standard LSTM RNN model.

Conceptually similar to this work is the work of [126]. Their model learns to focus

selectively on parts of the video frames and classifies videos using those parts as an

input to the LSTM RNN. In contrast to this, [124] is learning the salient parts of

the videos by changing the intrinsic properties of LSTM RNNs neurons. This means

that [124] learns spatiotemporal saliency while [126] learns only spatial saliency. [125]

address the problem of learning a global description of the videos temporal evolution.

For this purpose they present two video-classification methods capable of aggregating

frame-level CNN outputs into video-level predictions. One of them is based on feature

pooling and another one on LSTM RNN. Using those methods they achieve state-of-

the-art performance on Sports1M and UCF101 datasets.

We will also mention a couple of works which do not use any of the standard

deep learning architecture but adopt the two level discrimination approach. In [127,

128], inspired by [129], the discriminative mid-level features are learned using an

exemplar SVM on manually designed low-level features. Mid-level features are used

to build a global video representation which is then fed into a final classifier, also

an SVM. In [130] discriminative mid-level features are learned using random forests

classifier on optical flow and histograms of 3D gradients. The mid-level features are

then fed into a second random forests classifier. However, in both of those works

additional information about discriminative parts of the video is necessary. In [127,

128] discriminative parts of the training videos are manually selected, and in [130] a

human detector is used to determine the discriminative area across which the mid-

level features are extracted and fed into a subsequent random forest classifier.
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2.2.2 Latent variables for action recognition

In this section we will focus on the approaches that use latent variables as a higher

level modeling in the action recognition framework.This approach is inspired by the

work of Felzenschwalb et al.[1] where latent SVM is used in the task of part-based ob-

ject recognition. In the same work it is shown how semi-convex optimization problem

of the latent SVM becomes convex when latent information is specified for positive

examples.

Some works that build up on this work in the domain of, for example, image

classification [131] or object detection [132] also show good results. In [131] image

classification problem is cast in a latent SVM framework that uses image saliency

map as a latent variable. An image is represented by concatenation of local bag-of-

features weighted by the image saliency maps. It is shown that using saliency maps

to weight the corresponding visual features improves the discriminative power of the

image representation.

In the action recognition there are works which employ latent variable modeling:

[133, 99] use latent variables to model the temporal structure of activities and [104,

105] try to jointly localize and recognize the actions in a latent SVM framework,

i.e. they use latent variables to model the spatial structure of activities. In [105] a

video sequence is, in addition to local features that appear in the entire sequence,

represented by a latent region of interest within a sequence. Previous work of the

same authors [104] tries to jointly capture the relationship between the action label

and the location of a human performing the action by introducing a latent variable

that discriminatively selects relevant parts of the humans bounding box. In [134] a

joint learning process for localization and classification of both static images and time

series data is presented. In contrast to [104, 105] which use latent SVM, in [134] this

is achieved by adding constraints in the standard SVM optimization problem. The

constraints state that each positive example must contain at least one subwindow

classified as positive and that all subwindows in each negative example must be

classified as negative.

Finally, a recent work that is the closest to the approach we will adopt is [74].

This work builds up on [104, 105] where structured output latent SVM for action

recognition is presented. Additionally, in [74] recorded human gaze is incorporated
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in the SVM training procedure. Therefore, this work will be described in more detail

in 2.2.3.

2.2.3 Human action recognition using gaze information

There are works that use the information from recorded human eye movements in

order to obtain some clues to either localize the relevant parts in images/videos[16,

17, 19, 43, 18, 14], or to infer the relevance of the observed images/videos[11, 12, 13]

for which the eye movements were recorded.

To verify if the gaze information could be of any use in such tasks, it is necessary

to perform an analysis of gaze patterns. As we mention in 2.1.3 the work of [43]

recorded gaze movement for a couple of action datasets and found that there is a

good inter-subject fixation agreement, which made suitable to use the fixation data

as a ground truth STIP detection. [10] analyze gaze patterns in the context of image

classification. Main findings of this work are: (1) for some images there are similar

viewing patterns, but for some not, (2) the same subject uses different patterns on

different images, and (3) there are differences in viewing patterns across categories.

For example, the goal of [11, 12, 13] is image/video classification and (3) implies that

gaze patterns can be used for this purpose. However, [11], [12] and [13] use different

type of data for which the findings presented in [43] and [10] may not completely

hold.

Promising results on using gaze movements in video annotation are reported in

[13]. Here, gaze-based features for each video are extracted and used to train a

classifier that can classify videos as relevant or non relevant to a certain topic. Such

classifier trained only using gaze movements can be considered as predictor of user

interest for a certain video in the context of a query topic.

Eyetracking methodology has been used in the field of image/video retrieval too.

[11, 12] are trying to infer the relevance of the images based on implicit feedback

from users attention measured using an eye tracking device. Usually, in the relevance

feedback process user is asked to refine the searching by providing the feedback ex-

plicitly, for example by selecting Areas-of-Interest (AOIs) from the query image, or

to tick positive and negative samples from retrieves. This process is, however, labo-

rious for the user. Therefore, eye movements implicit feedback is proposed as a rich
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and natural source to replace the time-consuming and expensive explicit feedback.

In those works promising results are obtained using a classifier that is trained upon

a set of simple eye movement features. Furthermore, in [11] the classifier is able to

detect the relevance even when not using any training data from particular user in

question, which suggests that gaze patterns of different users are similar enough for

this task. This is in line with the statement of [43] about good inter-subject fixation

agreement on their video data.

There is another example of using gaze information for a segmentation problem:

in [14] gaze information is employed for the problem of interactive medical image seg-

mentation. Here, gaze information is used for placing object and background seeds

instead of traditional mouse moving and clicking. It is shown that the resulting in-

teraction is either comparable to or an improvement over existing input methods and

that it is indeed possible to devise novel interaction techniques that use gaze as a

form of input for interactive image segmentation, even given the unfamiliarity of the

subjects with the eyegaze interface compared to the mouse.

For videos containing human actions it is useful to determine interest points where

features should be extracted and further used to train the classifier. Salient point tech-

niques, i.e. interest point operators, are often used to represent the information about

area relevance in terms of saliency maps. Using this information, more discriminative

features can be computed[135, 136]. However, as interest points detector usually fo-

cus on local instead of global features, the detection of spatiotemporal interest points

on human bodies in complex scenes or on cluttered backgrounds may fail.

Improvement of saliency maps can be achieved by employing human vision system.

It has been shown how both 2D and 3D (spatiotemporal) salient point detectors can

be learned from human eye fixations[36, 33, 34, 2, 37, 35, 3, 43, 42]. In particular,

this has been shown for videos that contain humans performing actions[43].

Most of the works use gaze information in the action recognition framework as

a STIP detector[43, 18, 3]. This can be done in two ways: first by using ground

truth recorded fixations as a STIP detector in test videos [18], and second by using

ground truth fixations to train a detector on a training set and use the predicted

fixations as a STIP in test videos [43]. [18] showed that results for action recog-

nition obtained using the former approach outperformed the state-of-the-art results
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obtained using commonly used STIPs in combination with HOG-HOF features[79],

dense trajectories[80] or stacked ISA features[7]. However, this method requires gaze

information in test videos and this is not always available.

[43] and [3] learn to predict the human fixations on test videos using recorded

fixations only on training videos. As mentioned in 2.1, [3] is the first work that intro-

duces the concept of using human ground truth in spatiotemporal saliency learning

and uses the learned saliency in the action recognition framework. They show that

action recognition results when using the proposed neural network as spatiotemporal

point detector outperform the state-of-the-art methods which use handcrafted spa-

tiotemporal detectors. Learning saliency prediction in this work is described in 2.1.

In the same section we describe the saliency learning presented in [43]. In [43] it is

first shown that action recognition results obtained when ground truth fixations as

a STIP outperform the results obtained when using using common STIPs in a clas-

sical STIP+BoW+SVM pipeline. This is consistent with the results of [18], where

the same action recognition datasets is used (although, [18] recorded their own eye

tracking data). Second and more importantly, it is shown that action recognition

results obtained when using fixations predicted by the learned saliency predictor as

a STIP outperform the results obtained when using common STIPs in a classical

STIP+BoW+SVM pipeline. However, they do not outperform the ones obtained

when using ground truth recorded fixations as a STIP.

Finally, a work that is closest to ours is [74]. Here, recorded human gaze is

incorporated in a structured output latent SVM framework. The gaze was used only

in the training phase in a form of a loss in the structured prediction in order to infer

the latent variable that determines the bounding boxes of the action. This kind of

formulation leads to a difficult optimization problem since in the inference there is

a large search space over all possible spatio-temporal paths. Such formulation also

allows a top-down saliency prediction within the predicted bounding boxes. Saliency

prediction results obtained using this kind of top-down saliency prediction model have

shown to be comparable to the ones obtained using the bottom-up approach of [43].

There is another approach in using gaze for 2D action recognition presented in [19].

That is using gaze features to train an action classifier, similar as the works we mention

at the beginning of this section[11, 12, 13] use gaze features for various classification

tasks. In [19] action classifiers are trained using gaze features and CNN features. It
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turns out that gaze features do not outperform CNN features, but combining gaze

features with CNN features does yields improvement over the approach that uses

only CNN features. In [16, 17] the same authors propose a similar gaze-enabled

object detection scheme for 2D object detection. Their proposed scheme uses gaze

features to train classifiers that should distinguish between true positive and false

positive detections generated by baseline detectors. They show that their proposed

detection scheme outperforms the object detection schemes which do not use gaze

information. However, all those works ([19, 16, 17]) require gaze in the testing phase.

2.2.4 Datasets

We will validate our proposed action recognition methods on two sports action datasets:

1. UCF sports dataset[137],

2. Oympic sports dataset[133].

On the UCF sports dataset we will validate both saliency prediction and action

recognition methods. For the Olympic sports dataset there are no recorded gaze

fixations available; therefore we will use it to validate only action recognition methods.

UCF sports is a high resolution dataset collected mostly from broadcast television

channels. It contains 150 videos depicting 10 sports actions classes: diving, golf

swinging, kicking, lifting, horseback riding, running, skateboarding, swinging on the

bench, swinging in the air and walking. The actions are recorded in different scenes

and from different viewpoints. Some of the sequences contain more than one human,

although only one of them is performing the action. The examples of actions and

corresponding recorded fixations can be seen in Fig. 10.

The Olympic sports dataset contains videos of athletes practicing different sports.

There are 783 videos of 16 sports action classes: high jump, long jump, triple jump,

pole vault, basketball lay-up, bowling, tennis serve, platform diving, discus throw,

hammer throw, javelin throw, shot put, springboard diving, snatch (weightlifting),

clean and jerk (weightlifting), gymnastic vault. Videos are collected from YouTube

and class labels are obtained with the help of Amazon Mechanical Turk. The examples

of actions can be seen in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13: Examples of actions in Olympic sports dataset

2.2.5 Conclusions

The works presented in 2.2.1 suggest that replacing commonly used manually designed

features with features that are learned in a supervised way is a good way for future

research in the action recognition and many other areas. In the same section we have

seen that commonly used BoW approach and other works with a similar pipeline

lack the knowledge about discriminative parts of the videos and in some of them, for

example [127, 128] and [130], additional annotations are necessary.

The works presented in 2.2.2 aim to search for the discriminative areas during the

training of an (action) classifier. This leads to a challenging optimization problems.

However, having gaze information available in the training phase, it might be possible

to alleviate/improve the learning of a classifier by using discriminative areas inferred

by gaze fixations.

In the works presented in 2.2.3 gaze information is used as an additional clue

about the action location. However, in all the works except in [74] gaze information
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is used only in the process of sampling salient points which are then fed into an SVM

classifier, i.e. except in [74], gaze information is not incorporated in the higher levels

which include training a classifier. There are no works regarding action recognition

in which gaze information is incorporated in the feature extraction at lower layers.

We aim to use gaze information only in training, as in [3, 43, 74] and we aim to

incorporate it in both lower and higher levels of our framework. First, as the deep

learning approach shows good results, we would like to employ it and the human gaze

in order to learn discriminative features in the lower layers. Second, since introducing

latent variables for action localization has shown promising results, we aim to use a

similar framework and incorporate the loss from saliency prediction in it. Rather

than using a purely top-down saliency prediction approach as in [74] we will build a

bottom-up saliency detector and incorporate its loss in the SVM training procedure.
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3 Visual saliency learning

In this chapter we will present our saliency prediction models that learn to predict

where humans look using recored gaze information as a ground truth when training

a classifier that learns to classify fixations and non fixations. As opposed to previous

works that also use gaze information as a ground truth only when training a classifier,

we will use supervision criterion derived from gaze fixations in order to learn features

at different levels. No handcrafted features will be used. Learning features will be

first performed in separate phases, but we will investigate how joint learning of lower

and higher layers affects the saliency prediction results. Finally, we will present an

architecture in which all layers are optimized jointly.

In the first phase we will learn in an unsupervised way low level features that

will be fed as an in input to an SVM classifier. Instead of using combination of

handcrafted low level features we propose using features obtained by topographic

Independent Component Analysis. Topographic ICA is a generalized version of Inde-

pendent Component Analysis where higher order dependencies define a topographic

order such that near-by cells tend to be active at same time[46]. However, when

learning a bottom-up saliency we do not consider that some shapes are not just blobs

or lines, but they carry some semantic meaning for us, like for example faces. An

extensive discussion on that is given in [39]. It is shown that in the saliency pre-

diction task face detection in combination with low level features yields significant

improvements over low level features only.

In the second phase we will jointly learn the higher and mid layers using the

supervision criterion derived from the SVM formulation and gaze fixations. We will

do so by learning the pooling operation in tICA, i.e. the weights of the second layer

in the topographic ICA architecture which are originally set to be fixed. In order to

learn the pooling we will use linear SVM supervision criterion and see how this can

help us building a better overall architecture.

Third, we will use a fully supervised 2D convolutional neural network architecture

where all layers are optimized jointly using only supervision criterion. We will see how

the results of such architecture compare to the one where tICA criterion is applied at

the lowest layers in a separate learning phases while supervision being incorporated

only in the highest level, and to the one where supervision incorporated in the highest
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mid layers using a joint optimization procedure. Furthermore, we will extend this 2D

convolutional architecture to 3D, apply it in the spatiotemporal domain, i.e. videos

that contain human actions, and see how 3D architecture compares to 2D architecture

when used for the problem of spatiotemporal saliency prediction.

The contributions of this chapter are the following:

1. We have proposed a method that learns bottom-up visual saliency by learning

features from the given images instead of using manually selected ones. By doing

so, we did not make any assumptions about occurring image structures, rather

we infer them from training images. The saliency prediction results have shown

that the performance of our model was comparable to sophisticated approaches

where higher level features such as face detectors were used.

2. We have proposed a novel method for learning the pooling of topographic ICA

using linear SVM supervision criterion and shown that it led to improvements in

the saliency prediction results over using topographic ICA features with fixed

pooling and linear SVM on top of them. Furthermore, we have shown that

a convolutional architecture that uses supervision criterion at all layers out-

performed other two proposed architectures which do not use the supervision

criterion at all layers.

3. We have shown that extending 2D convolutions to 3D improves the saliency

prediction in the spatiotemporal domain.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In 3.1 we will describe in more de-

tails the model of topographic ICA. In 3.2 we will describe how we learn the pooling of

topographic ICA using linear SVM criterion. In 3.3 we will describe how we apply 2D

and 3D convolutional neural networks for the problem of spatial and spatiotemporal

saliency prediction. In 3.4 we will show the results of the experiments we performed

on three different 2D dataset and one 3D (action videos) datasets, comparing the

results obtained by using different architectures and optimization criteria. In 3.5 we

will present the conclusions.
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3.1 Topographic Independent Component Analysis

Topographic Independent Component Analysis was originally proposed in [46] as a

generalization of linear Independent Component Analysis and a biologically plausible

way of modeling complex cells of human visual V1 area. Here, we give a brief overview

of the topographic ICA model and stress how it differs from linear ICA. A detailed

analysis is given in [8, 47, 46].

tICA is an unsupervised learning algorithm that learns features from unlabeled

image patches. It can be described as a two-layered network with squared nonlinearity

in the first, and square-root nonlinearity in the second layer of the network (see Fig.

14).

Assuming that we have observed a set of image patches zt ∈ Rn0 , t = 1, ..., T after

vectorization and whitening, tICA learns {vj}n1
j=1 by solving the following optimiza-

tion problem:

min
{vj | j=1,...,n1}

T∑
t=1

n2∑
i=1

√√√√ n1∑
j=1

π(i, j)(vTj zt)2 (2)

where n0 is the patch dimensionality after vectorization and whitening, n1 is number

of the neurons in the first layer and n2 is the output dimensionality (i.e. number of

neurons in the second layer after the pooling). In addition, the vectors vj ∈ Rn0 , j =

1, ..., n1 are constrained to be orthogonal. Minimization of this function is done by

batch gradient descent. The topography (pooling matrix) given by π(i, j) ∈ Rn1×Rn2

is considered fixed and only the linear feature weights vj need to be estimated, i.e.

a feature representation is learned only through the weights of the first layer, that is

vj. The matrix π(i, j) expresses the proximity of the features with indices i and j in

a predefined underlying topography. The features are arranged in a 2D lattice and

square neighbourhoods are defined. For example, π(i, j) is 1 if the feature j is in a 3x3

square neighbourhood of feature i; otherwise π(i, j) is zero. (see Fig. 15; si = (vTz)2;

s ∈ Rn1). This type of arrangement restricts features in the same clusters to have

adaptive weights vj.

Once the vectors {vj} are estimated, given a whitened image patch z, we can

extract a feature x = [x1, ..., xi, ..., xn2 ] ∈ Rn2 (see Fig. 16). The i-th element of x
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Figure 14: tICA model[8]

is given by:

xi =

√√√√ n1∑
j=1

π(i, j)(vTj z)2. (3)

In Fig. 17 we show the basis vectors we obtained for tICA in order to illustrate

the emergence of topographic organization. As we can see, applying ICA leads to

emergence of oriented filters that are localized both in space and in frequency, thus

resembling V1 simple-cell receptive fields[46]. In contrast to such Gabor-like linear

features, in the case of tICA the location and orientation change smoothly in the

topographic grid. In a biological interpretation, this kind of topological arrangement

is assumed to be useful for minimizing the wiring length i.e. if we assume that two cells

need to communicate with each other if (and only if) their outputs are statistically

dependent, then tICA provides optimal wiring[8].
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Figure 15: tICA feature detectors are arranged on a 2-D grid and function π then
defines the neighborhood of these feature detectors as a set of cells that are inside a
certain radius[8].

3.2 Supervised pooling

Typically, learning saliency is posed as a binary classification problem over some

handcrafted features[33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 2]. In this framework, let
{

(xt, yt)
}T
t=1

denote

a set of training vectors xt ∈ Rn2 representing the extracted features of image patches

(see Eq. (3)) and their corresponding labels yt ∈ {−1, 1}. yt = 1 if the position where

xt is extracted is a fixation point and yt = −1 otherwise (fixation point are points

at which users that were presented with the image in question fixated their gaze; for

details see section 3.4 or [36, 25, 35]).

Standard SVM learning problem is posed as the following minimization problem[138]:

min
w,b

f({xt}Tt=1; w, b), (4)

where

f({xt}Tt=1; w, b) =
1

2
(wTw + b2) + C

T∑
t=1

(max(0, 1− yt(wTxt + b)))2, (5)
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Figure 16: Illustration of feature extraction[8]

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Basis vectors obtained on 21x21 patch size for: (a) ICA, (b) tICA.
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where weights w and bias b are the SVM parameters. In the standard formulation

only those are learned. Instead, we solve the following minimization problem:

min
w,b,π

f({xt}Tt=1; w, b, π), (6)

where

f({xt}Tt=1; w, b, π) =
1

2
(wTw + b2) + C

T∑
t=1

(max(0, 1− yt(wTxt + b)))2, (7)

where π is the pooling matrix and x is a function of π (see Eq. (3)). We solve

this by following a coordinate descent iterative optimization procedure which iterates

between steps S2 and S3 (see Fig. 18). Each of those two steps is a convex subproblem

solved with respect to a subset of the unknown variables. With our joint optimization

procedure we are going to make the weights π(i, j) adaptive and dependent on the

nature of the supervision criterion, i.e. we will change the non-zero elements of the

pooling matrix π(i, j), while keeping the size of the neighbourhood fixed, i.e. the zero

elements stay zeros.

Similar optimization schemes that are trying to optimize both for the supervised

and unsupervised criteria are employed in, for example, [139, 140]. In [139] SVM clas-

sification constraints are incorporated in the non-negative matrix formulation. For

such formulation an iterative optimization procedure is proposed. In each iteration

the procedure optimizes with respect to subsets of the unknown variables, that is the

bases, the projection coefficients and the separating SVM hyperplane parameters. A

framework that simultaneously learns the data discriminator and data generator pa-

rameters is presented in [140]. The generator captures the data distribution, and the

discriminator is trained to maximize the probability of assigning the correct label to

both training examples and generator samples. Both generator and discriminator pa-

rameters are updated in an iterative optimization procedure. The updates are based

on the gradients of the generators and discriminators loss functions.

Our full learning algorithm, which consist of three steps, is given below:

S1. Pretrain the lowest layer of the architecture according to the tICA criterion,
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Figure 18: Illustration of our proposed architecture. Due to clarity, weights are shown
only for the marked neurons.

i.e. in an unsupervised manner (see Eq. (2)).

S2. Minimize with respect to SVM parameters w, b keeping π fixed. That is:

min
w,b

f({xt}Tt=1; w, b, π). (8)

This is a standard SVM problem that we solve using LIBLINEAR library[141].

S3. Minimize with respect to the pooling matrix π keeping w, b fixed. That is:

min
π
f({xt}Tt=1; w, b, π). (9)

Following the idea of training an SVM in the primal form [142], this optimization

is solved using batch gradient descent. In our optimization procedure, one gradient

step for updating π consists of four substeps:
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1. Take a step following the gradient of (9) with respect to π, that is:

πk+1 ← πk − µ∂f({xt}Tt=1; w, b, π)

∂π
(10)

where µ is the learning rate. We note that the function f({xt}Tt=1; w, b, π) is

not differentiable. Therefore, as ∂f
∂π

we use its subgradient:
0, if yt(wTxt + b) ≥ 1,

2CytxTw(1− yt(xTw + b))

{[
(VTz) ◦

(
π√

π(VT z)2

)]
zT
}
, if yt(wTxt + b)<1,

(11)

where ◦ denotes elementwise multiplication.

2. Constrain π to have non-negative elements, that is:

πk+1
j ← πk+1

j + minl(π
k+1
j (l)), j = 1, ..., n2,

where l is an index to the elements of the vector πk+1
j .

3. Preserve the neigbourhood size, i.e. set the elements outside of the neighbour-

hood to zero, that is:

πk+1 ← πk+1 ◦ π0,

where π0 is the fixed pooling matrix as proposed in [8] (see Fig.15) and ◦ denotes

elementwise multiplication.

4. Normalize π:

πk+1
j ← πk+1

j

‖πk+1
j ‖

, j = 1, ..., n2.

Typically, the algorithm converges after few iterations between steps S2 and S3

resulting in an energy decrease of 3-5%, depending on the dataset.The number of

iterations in substep S3 was experimentally set to 100 for all datasets. The size

of the neighbourhood is proposed to be set to 3x3, however, in our experiments

we have found that 5x5 gives better results and also better improvement after the

joint optimization (since the capacity for learning the weights is larger in the larger

neighborhood; however, neighborhoods larger than 5x5 didn’t perform well, neither
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Figure 19: A model of a single neuron k [4]

in the case of fixed nor in the case of learned pooling). Other parameters were chosen

either as proposed in the literature [8] (n1 and n2 in tICA network) either by cross

validation (C value of SVM). Also, we have found that using a single image patch

size (41x41) was sufficient, while in the other works that we compare our results to,

combination of features on multiple scales are used.

3.3 Convolutional Neural Networks for saliency prediction

The term ’neural network’ has its origins in the attempts to find a good mathematical

representations of information processing in biological systems. The first artificial

neuron, the Threshold Logic Unit (TLU), was proposed by Warren McCulloch and

Walter Pitts in 1943[4]. This type of neuron is depicted in Fig. 19 and it can be

described by the following equations [4]:

uk =
m∑
j=1

wkjxj, (12)

yk = ϕ(uk + bk), (13)
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where ϕ is a treshold function:

ϕ(vk) =

1 if vk ≥ 0,

0 if vk < 0.
(14)

A single-layer neural network that consist of such neurons is limited to the clas-

sification of linearly separable patterns. Regardless whether we use hard limiting or

soft limiting as the source of nonlinearity in a single-layer model, it can classify only

linearly separable patterns. Therefore, introducing more layers is necessary. If we

do so, but we use a linear transfer function, the resulting network will be such that

it can be equivalently represented by a single-layer network. Therefore, a non-linear

function is necessary to gain the advantages of a multilayer network. To summarize,

if we want to build a model that is able to learn more complex functions, we should

consider a multilayer perceptron with the following properties [4]:

1. the model of each neuron in the network includes a nonlinear activation function

(that is differentiable),

2. the network contains one or more layers that are hidden from both the input

and the output nodes,

3. the network exhibits a high degree of connectivity, the extent of which is

determined by synaptic weights of the network (we will see that this does not quite

hold for the convolutional type of neural networks).

Figure 20 shows the architecture of a multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers

and an output layer. This network is fully connected, i.e. every neuron in a network

is connected to all the neurons in the previous layer. The hidden neurons act as

feature detectors; as such, they play a critical role in the operation of a multilayer

perceptron. As the learning process progresses across the multilayer perceptron, the

hidden neurons begin to gradually discover the salient features that characterize the

training data. They do so by performing a nonlinear transformation on the input data

into a new space called the feature space. In this new space, the classes of interest

in a pattern-classification task may be more easily separated from each other than in

the original input data space.

2D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a special class of a multilayer

perceptron where instead of a fully connected layer, a 2D convolutional operation
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Figure 20: Multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers [4]

over an input image (or input maps when higher layers of a network are in question),

is performed. Instead of applying equation (12) to obtain the output yk, convolutional

operator is applied using locally connected shared weights over the input in order to

obtain a new map uk of responses to local filters:

uijk = (W ∗ x)ij, (15)

yijk = ϕ(uijk + bk), (16)

where ∗ is a convolutional operator, i and j are positions in the image (or a map

when higher layers of a network are in question), uk is the output map and Wk are

the 2D weights of a k-th filter. By doing so, a couple of beneficial properties of the

CNN architecture are achieved[9]:

• sparse connectivity

CNNs exploit spatially local correlation by enforcing a local connectivity pattern
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Figure 21: Illustration of increasing globality of features [9]

between neurons of adjacent layers, i.e. the input hidden units in the m-th layer

are connected to a local subset of units in the m − 1-th layer (see Fig. 21). If

the layer m − 1 is the input, then units in the layer above (layer m) have

receptive fields of width 3 with respect to the input and are thus connected

to only 3 adjacent neurons in the layer below (layer m − 1). Units in layer

m+ 1 have the same type of connectivity with the layer below. Their receptive

field with respect to the layer below (layer m) is also 3, but their receptive

field with respect to the input (layer m − 1) is larger - it is 5. Since each unit

is unresponsive to variations outside of its receptive field with respect to its

input the architecture confines the learned filters to be local with respect to

the the layer below. However, stacking many layers leads to the emergence

of increasingly global filters. For example, the unit in hidden layer m+1 can

encode a non-linear feature of width 5.

• shared weights

In CNNs, the responses of the filters W are replicated across the entire visual

field and they form a feature map, as shown in Fig. 22. Here, we show 3

hidden units belonging to the same feature map. Weights of the same color are

shared, i.e. they are constrained to be identical. Replicating units in this way

allows for features to be detected regardless of their position in the visual field.

Additionally, weight sharing greatly reduces the number of free parameters to

learn.

Once a feature has been detected, its exact location may be less important. Mem-

orizing the exact location can actually be harmful because the position of a sin-
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Figure 22: Feature map created using shared weights (shown in 1-D)[9]

gle pattern can vary to a certain degree for a different examples of the same class.

Therefore, after a convolutional layer, a spatial pooling/subsampling is usually im-

plemented. Pooling layers usually compute the max or average value of a particular

feature over a predefined region of the input. A detailed theoretical analysis on those

two types of pooling is given in [143]. Reducing the spatial resolution of the obtained

feature maps is a way of reducing the precision with which position of a distinctive

features are encoded in a feature map [69], i.e. it is a way of achieving small transla-

tional invariance. This also reduces the computational cost of subsequent convolution

over the obtained maps.

In a typical neural network architecture, after a few convolutional and pooling

layers, one or more fully connected layers are usually implemented (as in Fig. 20).

Finally, on the top most layer the softmax regression model is used as a classifier.

This model generalizes logistic regression to classification problems where the class

label can take on more than two possible values. Let K be the number of classes and

{wi, bi}Ki=1 the parameters of the logistic regression classifier. The corresponding cost

of an example {x, y} is:

J({wi, bi}Ki=1) =
K∑
j=1

1{y = j} logP (Y = j|x, {wi, bi}Ki=1), (17)

where

P (Y = j|x, {wi, bi}Ki=1) =
ewjx+bj∑K
k=1 e

wkx+bk
. (18)

The total cost is the sum over all training examples.

After {wi, bi}Ki=1 are obtained, the class prediction for an example x is done in the
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following way:

ypred = argmax
j

P (Y = j|x, {wi, bi}Ki=1). (19)

There is no known closed-form way to solve for the minimum of J({wi, bi}Ki=1) and

therefore gradient descent is usually employed for solving this optimization problem.

The rest of the parameters in the network architecture are obtained by applying the

chain rule while using the same supervision criterion and gradient descent algorithm.

For the problem of saliency prediction, we adopt such fully supervised approach

and use a 2D and 3D CNN The reasons for adopting this approach are presented in

2.1.2 and 2.1.4. Our network acts as a binary classifier that classifies cuboids as being

fixations or not. The classifier we use is a logistic regression described in the previous

paragraph. The input during the training are cuboids extracted around points fixated

by humans (fixations) and cuboids that are at a distance twice as large as the size of

a cuboid from the points fixated by humans (non fixations).

Our architecture for saliency prediction which classifies cuboids as fixations or non

fixations is very similar to the one depicted in Fig. 4. Our implementation simplifies

LeNet model[69] in the following ways:

- there are no bias parameters,

- pooling is by max operator (not average),

- hyperbolic tangent squashing function ϕ (i.e. neurons output - see Eq. (16)) is

modeled as: yijk = tanh(uijk + bk), while [69] additionally implements a scaling factor,

- in the final layer we use softmax classifier rather than an RBF network, i.e. there

are no Gaussian connections,

- there is only one (instead of two) fully connected MLPs on top of convolutional and

pooling layers,

- convolutions at the second layer are fully connected, i.e. every filter in the second

layer is applied on all feature maps from the first layer, while in [69] second layer

filters are applied on a fixed subsets of maps from the first layer,

- in some experiments regarding spatiotemporal saliency prediction we have used 3D
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Table 2: Parameters of 2D and 3D CNNs for saliency prediction
Parameters 2D 3D
input cube dimensionality 31x31 21x21x10
size of 1st layer filters 4x4 4x4x3
1st layer subsampling 2x2 2x2x1
number of 1st layer filters 25 25
size of 2nd layer filters 2x2 2x2x3
2nd layer subsampling 3x3 2x2x1
number of 2nd layer filters 50 50
units in fully connected layer 10 50
batch size 200 200
learning rate 0.01 0.05
number of iterations 20 30

instead of 2D convolutions, i.e. instead of Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), we have:

uijtk = (W ∗ x)ijt, (20)

yijtk = ϕ(uijtk + bk). (21)

Here, we have additionally index t which denotes a temporal position in the video

cube, and and Wk are 3D weights of a k-th filter.

The rest of the parameters of the 2D and 3D CNN architectures we used in

our experiments are listed in Table 2. The implementation is made using Theano

framework [144, 145]. We have used small filter size in order to reduce the number of

parameters and make the training easier, and a small number of units in the hidden

layer in order to prevent overfitting. We have experimented with different number

of filters and, as expected, found that the larger the number of filters the better

(performance saturates for number of filters reported in Table 2). However, for 2D

network we did not perform exhaustive experiments using different parameters and

larger input size (the input patch size for tICA was larger, 41x41) as the point of those

experiments was only to show that fully supervised network can easily outperform

tICA architectures which are not trained using supervision criterion on all layers.
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3.4 Experimental results

We validate our 2D saliency prediction methods on three publicly available datasets

that contain images of natural scenes and corresponding recorded eye fixations. The

datasets are described in 2.1.3.

In all our experiments we follow the same training and testing protocols as in

the other literature that we compare our results to. In addition to that, for the

MIT and Toronto datasets, we experimented with different sampling protocol, i.e. we

differently defined areas for sampling fixations and non-fixations. In our case sampling

fixations in 1% of most salient areas and non-fixations in lowest 70% of salient areas

worked best, as opposed to 20/70 used in the other literature. Both results we

obtained with 20/70 and 1/70 sampling protocol were better when compared to the

ones from the literature. In the sampling protocol for the Kienzle dataset fixations

are defined strictly as the points where humans have looked at, and we did not make

further experiments regarding sampling for this dataset.

In 3.4.1 we will present saliency prediction results in image domain. First we will

present the results obtained using tICA criterion on lower layers and an SVM on top

of them. Second, we will present the results obtained using SVM supervision criteria

in the (mid) pooling layer of tICA. Third, we will present the results obtained using

fully supervised 2D convolutional neural network. In 3.4.2 we will present saliency

prediction results in video domain. Here, we will investigate the importance of using

3D instead of 2D convolutions for spatiotemporal saliency prediction.

3.4.1 Image saliency prediction

2D saliency prediction using tICA+SVM

Real valued saliency maps are obtained by computing per pixel SVM responses

wTx + b where x are tICA features calculated on a patch centered around the point

in question (see Eq. (3)). Then, as proposed in [36], the maps are smoothed with a

Gaussian filter. Following the literature we report our results by means of the AUC

(Area Under the ROC Curve). This is the most common score that is used to evaluate

the results of saliency prediction. The ROC curve is drawn as the false positive rate

vs. true positive rate by varying the threshold and using human fixations as a ground

truth. The area under this curve indicates how well the saliency map predicts human
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eye fixations.

In Table 3 we compare our results to the state of the art in the learning saliency

paradigm without the central bias. AUC scores for the MIT and Toronto datasets

are normalized, i.e. divided by the human agreement score.

In [37, 2] the feature vector consists of two color, one intensity, four orientation and

a face channel. Our results outperform the ones using linear integration with optimal

weights learned using linear, least square regression, even though they use as feature

the output of a high level face detector. In general, the latter has shown to be an

important feature for saliency prediction and in [2] it was found that the face channel

is the most informative for the MIT dataset. We can see that the results obtained

by [2] that uses nonlinear integration, i.e. an AdaBoost classifier, outperform ours.

However, for the MIT and Toronto datasets our goal is to compare the performance

of linear classifiers and handcrafted features and we have shown that when using a

linear integration our features outperform handcrafted features.

On the Kienzle dataset the only reported results are for the model of Itti et al.

[23] which uses the same channels but without learning their weights using human

ground truth data, and for the model of [35] in which centre surround patterns are

learned with an RBF SVM on raw image patches. Our model outperforms both and

achieves state-of-the-art on this dataset, which is the most challenging dataset since it

contains scenes taken in the nature that are without any particular regions of interest,

as opposed to other two datasets. In the same table we show that our proposed joint

optimization procedure (learned pooling) gives consistently better results than using

linear SVM on top of tICA features - the improvements are 0.9%, 1.0% and 0.1% for

MIT, Toronto and Kienzle datasets, respectively.

In order to give some insight to the advantages and limitations of the proposed

method we illustrate some examples of our saliency maps in comparison to the human

ground truth in Fig. 23. The maps of tICA are the ones obtained when using an

original tICA algorithm with linear SVM on top of them, since there is not much

visible difference in those maps and the ones obtained with supervised pooling. The

maps were tresholded in a way that the 20% highest values in the map are considered

salient.

In the first three rows we show some representative examples of our saliency maps

to illustrate how our method can usually predict human fixations very well in scenes
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Table 3: Comparison to the state-of-the-art. Our results marked with * are the ones
obtained with 1/70 sampling.

MIT Toronto Kienzle
Linear integration [23, 39] 0.776 0.828 -
Linear integration with
optimal weights [37] 0.792 0.834 -
Itti et al.[23] - 0.828 0.620
Center-surround patterns [35] - - 0.640
Ours (tICA + linear SVM) 0.790 0.841 0.654
Ours (learned pooling) 0.811 0.857 0.655
Ours (2D CNN) 0.823 - -
Ours* (tICA + linear SVM) 0.803 0.850 -
Ours* (learned pooling) 0.812 0.860 -
Ours* (2D CNN) 0.823 - -
Nonlinear integration [2] 0.876 0.916 -

that obtain clear shapes and objects like cars, buildings and traffic signs. However,

we also show a few examples of saliency maps that do not match to the human ground

truth for one of the following three reasons. First, the image in question may contain

semantic content, for example letters (row 4) or faces (row 5). Second, the image in

question may contain no distinctive areas of interest (rows 6, 7 and 8). Third reason

is central bias (rows 6 and 7).

2D saliency prediction using CNN

When using a CNN, the saliency maps are constructed in the following way. Given

an input patch extracted around pixel p, the softmax layer of a CNN gives as an

output the probability of this patch being salient, that is:

s(p; θs) = P (Y = +1|p, θs), (22)

where θs are the learned parameters of a CNN. This probability is used as a saliency

value of pixel p. When applying 2D CNN for image saliency prediction, we calculate

s(p; θs) for each point p in the image.

The results of this model are also presented in Table 3. We have validated this

model on the largest and most commonly used dataset, that is the MIT dataset. We
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 23: (a) stimuli image, (b) human ground truth saliency map, (c) our saliency
map
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Table 4: Saliency prediction results on the UCF sports dataset
Parameters AUC (test) NCC (test) AUC (all) NCC (all)
2D on patches 0.8149 0.3050 0.8279 0.3231
2D on cubes 0.8221 0.3170 0.8353 0.3375
3D on cubes 0.8336 0.3512 0.8500 0.3734

can see that the results outperform both the results obtained when using only tICA

at the lowest layer and the ones obtained using SVM supervision at the pooling layer.

3.4.2 Video saliency prediction

Constructing saliency maps for videos is a bit different than for images. For compu-

tational reasons, when applying 2D/3D CNNs to videos we do not calculate s(p; θs)

for each pixel p. Those maps are obtained by sampling points across the video with

a variable spatial step size: we sample a fixed number of points across spatial di-

mensions by varying strides across x axis and y axis of one frame. In practice, we

sample 10 points across x axis and 20 points across y axis, and obtain saliency maps

of dimensionality 10x20. Such maps are then resized to the original frame size.

In Table 4 we present saliency results on the UCF sports dataset. Here, we report

the results using two measures. First we use AUC score, which we have used for

the image saliency prediction as well. Second, we use Normalized Cross Correlation,

as the only saliency results for UCF sports dataset are reported in [146] using this

measure. We have trained our saliency prediction networks using a fixed training set

that is defined by the train/test split introduced in [104] for the problem of action

recognition. As [146] report the results on the whole dataset, we report the saliency

prediction results both on the test split and on the whole dataset.

Here, we would like to illustrate how different architectural properties regarding

temporal processing affect the saliency prediction results. For that purpose we have

trained three different CNNs. The first network (2D on patches) acts in the same way

as the one for images: it takes as an input 2D patches around points and performs 2D

convolutions on them and on the maps in the higher layer. The second network (2D on

cuboids) takes as an input 3D cuboids around points and performs 2D convolutions

on them and on the maps in the higher layer. Finally, the third network (3D on
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cuboids) takes as an input 3D cuboids around points and performs 3D convolutions

on them and on the maps in the higher layer.

As expected, the best results are consistently obtained for the third network (3D

on cubes) and the worst for the first network (2D on patches). However, we would like

to emphasize that the input to the first network contains 10 times less information

than the inputs to the second and third networks (as the temporal length of a cuboid

is 10, i.e. we take 10 consecutive frames to construct an input cuboid). Therefore,

it is interesting to notice that larger improvements in the results are obtained when

comparing the third and the second network, than when comparing the second and

the first, even though the third and the second are applied on the same input. Some

examples of saliency prediction maps will be shown in 4.2.3. In comparison to the

state-of-the-art, the very recent work of [146] reports 0.47 using NCC measure, which

outperforms our results. This is due to the fact that at the higher levels of their

approach more sophisticated manually designed methods are used. Note that we

cannot compare our video saliency prediction results to the works that are closest to

ours, that is [74, 43], for the following reasons. In [43] saliency prediction results are

reported only for randomly selected frames from Hollywood2 dataset. In [74] saliency

prediction results are reported only for the areas across bounding boxes inferred by

the proposed method.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have proposed few methods that learn bottom-up visual saliency

by learning features instead of using manually selected ones. We have shown that

the performance of our model using only these learned low level features gave better

results than more sophisticated approaches where higher level features such as face

detectors were used (on MIT and Toronto dataset). We have also achieved state of

the art results on Kienzle dataset.

Our low layer features were first learned in an unsupervised manner and the SVM

supervision criterion was used as a classifier only at the top-most layer of the whole ar-

chitecture. As our goal was to investigate the impact of incorporating the supervision

criterion on lower layers we have developed an optimization scheme that optimizes

the tICA pooling matrix weights jointly with SVM weights. The improvement in the
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results when using such optimization scheme are consistent with the work of [61],

where the importance of fine-tuning the network according to supervision criterion is

emphasized.

In the next step we wanted to use an architecture that will be trained using only

supervision criterion on all layers. Additionally, for the reasons presented in 2.1.1 and

in 2.1.2 we wanted to change some of the architectural properties, that is to use deeper

architecture and to incorporate the convolutional operator. Therefore, we have used

fully supervised deep convolutional neural networks and shown that it outperformed

the results of the other architectures which do not use convolutions and supervision

criterion on all layers.

In addition to that, we have investigated how some changes in the architectural

properties affect the saliency prediction in spatiotemporal domain. We have shown

that extending spatial convolutions to spatiotemporal consistently yields better re-

sults. This suggest that the motion is important for saliency prediction.

To summarize, we have shown that there are gains in the performance by changing

certain architectural properties and incorporating supervision in more layers. In the

following chapter we will show how 3D CNN for saliency prediction we have described

here is used in a couple of action recognition frameworks. In addition to that, in 4.1.1

we will describe how we develop a similar 3D CNN for action feature extraction.
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4 Human action recognition using saliency learned

from recorded human eye fixations

Detecting interesting/salient regions in a video is very helpful for the problem of

action recognition due to the fact that videos are in most cases weakly labeled, i.e.

only the class of the whole unsegmented video is given. Both during training and

testing, it is not known where within a video the action takes place. Obtaining

manual localizations of the actions is a very cumbersome and time-consuming process.

Identifying the salient parts of the videos is the first issue we address in this chapter.

In order to do so, we will use our saliency prediction method for videos presented in

3.3.

The second issue we address is related to the fact that videos usually contain oc-

clusions, illumination and viewpoint changes, jitter caused by camera movements and

other types of noise. Hence, it is difficult to choose appropriate features that are able

to deal with these variations that can occur in the data. We will learn features by

training a supervised 3D convolutional neural network that extracts compact features

on local cuboids. Given that humans tend to look at the important and discriminative

parts of the action video[43, 18], we will train our network only on cuboids extracted

around recorded gaze fixations.

In this chapter we will present a couple of action recognition frameworks that use

saliency learned from human eye fixations and show that using saliency improves the

action classification results. The recorded gaze fixations will be used when learning

saliency and action features, both using 3D CNN. Learned saliency and action features

will be then used in the action recognition frameworks. Figure 24 shows an overview

of the inference procedure of our proposed frameworks for a single video.

The first phase is the same for both frameworks (PHASE 1 in Figure 24). We

use the outputs of two separate 3D CNNs - one for saliency prediction (addressing

the issue of finding relevant discriminative parts of the videos) and the other trained

to extract discriminative action features (addressing the problem of finding good

features).

In order to show that using saliency learned from recorded human gaze alleviates

the problem of action recognition we will employ our 3D CNN trained to discriminate
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between fixated and non fixated points in two frameworks: first in the majority voting

framework (PHASE 2A in Figure 24) where we also show a good discriminatory power

of our learned action features, and second in the SVM framework (PHASE 2B in

Figure 24). In the PHASE 2B we will use an SVM model, which as an input feature

representation uses the features obtained by a 3D CNN that was trained to learn

action features.

As it can be seen in Figure 24, during inference we are using the outputs of two

3D CNNs to construct an input to the SVM classifier that predicts the video class

and the bonding boxes at each frame. The first 3D CNN predicts saliency and the

second 3D CNN extracts action features. Recorded human fixations are required for

training both of those networks.

In our proposed SVM model we are introducing the latent variables that indicate

where the action takes place. Those are the locations of the bounding boxes and they

are unknown during both training and testing. During testing/inference our method

optimizes with respect to both the video label and the location of the bounding

boxes a cost that comprises of two terms. First, a classical SVM term and second,

the saliency within the bounding box. Our SVM tries to find the bounding box in

a way that it balances between good feature response across the bounding box area

and a high saliency concentration within the same bounding box. The optimization

scheme we developed for this type of SVM shows improvements in action recognition

results over the baseline SVM that does not use bounding boxes, over the baseline

SVM that uses the most salient bounding boxes and over the latent SVM introduced

in [1]. Furthermore, we show that using saliency yields significant improvements in

our proposed SVM framework.

The main contributions of this chapter are the following:

• we show the usefulness of our learned saliency prediction in a majority voting

and an SVM framework,

• we present a fully supervised method for learning action features using hu-

man gaze information and show that those features outperform commonly used

handcrafted features in a majority voting framework,

• we present a latent SVM based method for joint action recognition and localiza-

tion in which the class label and the bounding boxes are inferred by optimizing
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Figure 24: Illustration of two phases in action class inference procedure for the whole
video

a cost function that contains a missclassification penalty term and a term that

is related to the saliency within the bounding box. We show that our joint lo-

calization and recognition model that uses predicted saliency for bounding box

inference is better than both the model that does not use predicted saliency

and the model of [1].
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4.1 Majority Voting for action recognition

We will present a simple majority voting framework for action recognition to show two

things. First, we would like to show the efficacy of our learned local discriminative

action features. We will do so by employing them in this framework and comparing

them to the frameworks where handcrafted features are used. Second, we would like

to show how learned and ground truth saliency can be used in this framework and

improve the action recognition results.

Note that recorded gaze fixations are necessary both for learning action features

and for learning the saliency. When learning action features the training data will

be selected based on the gaze fixations. When learning saliency fixations and non

fixations are used as positive and negative examples for training the classifier (as

described in 3.3).

In 4.1.1 we will present how we learn local action features and use them in a

majority voting framework. In 4.1.2 we will present the results we obtain in a majority

voting framework that uses learned saliency and learned action features. In 4.1.3 we

will present the conclusions.

4.1.1 3D Convolutional Neural Network for action features

The network that learns action features acts as an action classifier on a local cuboid

level. During training, the input to the network for learning action features are

cuboids that are extracted only around points at which humans fixate, and the output

is the class of the cube. By training this network only on fixated points, we learn

discriminative features discarding the background clutter.

The architecture used in our experiments is depicted in Figure 25. This archi-

tecture has 10 outputs in the last layer, one for each of the 10 action classes. This

network is very similar to the one we used in 3.3 for 3D saliency prediction (see Fig.

4), the only difference being that the former had only two outputs in the last layer

and fewer number of filters in both layers. There are also some differences in the

architectural parameter selection, which are listed in Table 7. The implementation is

made using Theano framework [144, 145].

When classifying the whole video sequence we are extracting a fixed number of

cuboids across the video and deciding on the class of the video based on the majority
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Figure 25: Convolutional neural network architecture used in our experiments for
action features learning. Here, input and maps are depicted as 2D, in practice they
are 3D.

Table 5: Parameters of 3D-CNN for action features
Parameters values
input cube dimensionality 21x21x10
size of 1st layer filters 4x4x3
1st layer subsampling 2x2x1
number of 1st layer filters 50
size of 2nd layer filters 2x2x3
2nd layer subsampling 2x2x1
number of 2nd layer filters 100
units in fully connected layer 50
batch size 200
learning rate 0.05
number of iterations 30

of the cuboid votes. The vote of a single cuboid extracted around point p is:

c∗ = argmax
c

ac(p; θa) = argmax
c

P (Y = c|p, θa) (23)

where c is an action class and θa are the learned weights of the 3D CNN for action

features.

In our approach the votes of the cuboids are sampled across the whole video in

three different ways: first without using saliency, i.e. randomly, second using saliency
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predicted by our 3D CNN network trained for saliency prediction and third using

ground truth saliency. In the setup where ground truth saliency is used, we simply

use only the votes of the recorded fixations points. In the setup with predicted saliency

we are using the output of a pretrained saliency predictor (3D-CNN described in 3.5)

which gives as output the probability of a cuboid being salient, that is s(p; θs) =

P (Y = +1|p, θs), where θs are the learned weights of 3D CNN for saliency prediction.

A cuboid is classified as a salient if s(p; θs) ≥ 0.5 and in that case we count its vote,

otherwise we discard it. After counting the votes, the class with the most votes wins.

4.1.2 Experimental results

We evaluate our method on the UCF sports dataset [137] using human eye movements

recorded for each video of this dataset [43]. Some works that validate their methods

on the UCF sports dataset use leave-one-out protocol, however, we follow the one

from [74]. In this protocol the dataset is split in 103 training examples and 47 test

examples. The exact training-testing split is available at http://www.sfu.ca/ tla58.

We follow this protocol for a couple of reasons. First, this is the work closest to ours.

Second, in [104], where this protocol was introduced, it has been shown that there is

a strong scene correlation among videos in certain classes. This might cause a system

to learn scene correlations rather than action correlations. Third, in some works that

use LOO cross validation the parameter setting is unclear [104].

In Table 6 we present the results obtained by a simple majority voting scheme in

order to illustrate two things. First, in order to show a good discriminatory power of

the features learned with CNN we compare the results obtained by a simple majority

voting scheme to the ones obtained with the BoW approach. In the BoW approach

cuboids are densely sampled 2 and HoG, HoF and HOMB descriptors are used - for

more details see [74].

We can see that our simple majority voting scheme that uses only learned fea-

tures, without the additional quantization step and training an SVM classifier as it

is done in the BoW approach, yields much better results, both when using predicted

saliency and when using ground truth saliency. Even when using no saliency, the re-

sult is comparable with the global BoW setting. This shows that our discriminatively

2Interestingly, in realistic videos, dense sampling has been shown to be a better sampling strategy
than using any kind of STIP[79, 18].
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Method MAP

Global BoW [74] 64.29
BoW with spatial split [74] 65.95
BoW with temporal split [74] 69.64
Majority Voting (no saliency) 64.31
Majority Voting (with predicted saliency) 74.17
Majority Voting (with ground truth saliency) 85.00

Table 6: Results obtained using majority voting scheme. The measure is mean per
class classification accuracy.

learned features compare well to the handcrafted ones.

We can see that when using ground truth saliency, the result is 85.00%, which

is around 3% above the results reported in [74] and around 1.5% above our best

result obtained with SVM-based approach. Those results are reported in Table 8

and further discussed in section 4.2.3. Note that the results reported in Table 8 are

obtained by frameworks in which either no saliency or only the predicted saliency is

used during testing. There are no works that report the results using ground truth

fixations.

However, even when the cuboids are sampled around the ground truth fixations,

the classification scheme that we have just described is not sufficient to achieve 100%

accuracy. This may be attributed, to different degrees, first to the extracted local fea-

tures, and second to the voting scheme that is used to combine local information. Our

method does not utilize geometric constraints and, may be confused by information

at fixation areas that are common between different actions, such as at faces.

The second thing we want to illustrate in this majority voting scheme is the fact

that there is a large improvement in results when using any kind of saliency prediction,

either ground truth or predicted, over the results without saliency prediction, i.e. over

the results obtained by random dense sampling. As mentioned, the latter were shown

to be superior over sampling the points detected with any of the commonly used

STIPs[79, 18]. This shows the efficacy of our 3D CNN-based saliency predictor.

In Table 7 we present results we obtain by varying the hyperparameters of 3D CNN

for action recognition. We varied the number of filters in both layers, the number

of fully connected units and the depth of the 3D CNN for action features. The size
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Network 1st layer filters 2nd layer filters fully connected units result

0 50 100 50 85.11
1 50 50 50 85.11
2 25 100 50 76.60
3 50 100 25 78.72
4 50 100 100 78.72
5 25 50 50 78.72
6 50 50 25 78.72
7 50 - 50 74.47
8 50 - 25 72.34
9 10 - 50 68.09
10 50 - 50 68.09

Table 7: Results obtained in a majority voting framework when neural network for
action features is learned using different hyperparamters. Here, as saliency prediction
ground truth fixations are used. The measure is classification accuracy per video, as
opposed to the mean per class classification accuracy reported in table 6.

of the filters is the same for all networks, that is 4x4x3 in the first layer and 2x2x3

in the second layer. The only exception is network 10, which has larger first layer

filters, that is 8x8x5. We observe that even in one layer network training with larger

filter size is challenging. Other things we observe are as follows. First, we can see

that adding a layer improves the results. Second, larger number of filters is beneficial

(in our case especially first layer filters - compare networks 0 and 1). Third, larger

number of units in a fully connected layer leads to overfitting (network 4). Those

observations verify general findings in the deep learning literature.However, we did

not investigate the impact that different hyperparameters would have in the SVM

framework: in further SVM experiments we use the largest network, that is network

0.

In Figure 26 we can see some examples of well estimated saliency maps and voting

maps. Those maps are obtained by sampling points across the video with a variable

step size - this will be described in more details in 4.2.1. For each point, its saliency

value (see Eq. (29)) and voting vector (see eq. (26)) are obtained. Correct votes in

the voting maps are the ones for which c∗ (see Eq. (23)) corresponds to the ground

truth and those are marked with white. The incorrect ones, i.e. the ones that cast
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Figure 26: Examples of good saliency prediction and voting maps: (a) original frame,
(b) predicted saliency map, (c) voting map.

Figure 27: Examples of bad voting maps: (a) original frame, (b) predicted saliency
map, (c) voting map.

vote for any other action than the correct one, are marked with black. In Figure

27 we see examples of misclassification of a video action class, and we notice that

the misclassification is mostly due to errors in the voting scheme rather than in the

saliency prediction. Those videos exhibit large change in scale and we can see that

in those videos it is hard to notice the movements even with bare eye.
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4.1.3 Conclusions

In this section we have presented a simple majority voting framework that uses only

two separate 3D CNNs trained using recorded human gaze fixations. We have shown

how recorded human fixations can alleviate the problem of action recognition: first,

by using them for training a 3D CNN saliency predictor, and second, by using them

for training a 3D CNN discriminative mid level feature extractor. The efficacy of

our 3D CNN for action features was shown by using only the cuboid votes obtained

by this network for the classification of the whole videos. The results obtained by

this simple voting scheme compared to the state-of-the-art approaches. The efficacy

of our 3D CNN saliency predictor was shown by using its output as a criterion for

discarding the cuboid votes. When used in such way the saliency predictor improved

the action recognition results significantly.

In the next section we will build up on this work and use the outputs of 3D CNN

for action recognition and 3D CNN for saliency prediction in an SVM framework.
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4.2 Support Vector Machine for action recognition

In 4.2.1 we will present the proposed SVM-based classifier. First, we will present how

learned action features are used to build a representation that is fed in this classifier.

Second, we will present how we define the saliency cost using the output of saliency

prediction network and how this saliency cost is incorporated in the total SVM cost.

Third, we will present the optimization procedure for this type of SVM. Finally, we

will present how the classification of a video is performed. In 4.2.2 we will present

how a special case of our model compares to the one of [1]. In 4.2.3 we will present the

results of action recognition on two sports action datasets. In 4.2.4 we will present

conclusions.

4.2.1 Support Vector Machine with added saliency cost

In this SVM framework we will show how predicted saliency can be used in order

to infer the location of bounding boxes that contain relevant parts of the videos.

In our SVM formulation, the positions of bounding boxes that capture the actions

are included as additional parameters over which we optimize the SVM cost. That

means that if we want to infer the class of a video (either training or testing) we

have to search for a bounding box whose corresponding feature response is high for

a certain class, which is the basic principle of a standard binary SVM: high feature

response refers to a positive class, and low to a negative class. However, besides the

corresponding feature representation, in our SVM each bounding box has its saliency

cost.

The global representation of a whole video that is fed in our SVM framework

consist of action features extracted by the 3D CNN across the fixed area around the

inferred center of a bounding box. The high response of a bounding box can be due

to background noise, so before inferring the class (of a bounding box) as positive we

would want the area of that bounding box to have high saliency. The saliency of a

bounding box is predicted using the output of our 3D CNN saliency predictor across

the bounding box area. The idea is to add this saliency as a cost in a way that it

would encourage the SVM to chose bounding boxes with high saliency rather than the

ones with low saliency. However, there might be cases when a bounding box is salient

while its content is not relevant for action recognition. For example, the bounding
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box might capture the head of a person, or the wrong person. Such bounding box

might have high saliency and low feature response.

Therefore, by searching for a bounding box with added saliency cost, we are trying

to balance the effects of high saliency and good feature matching, as only one of those

two cannot always be a good indicator of the action class. This will also be shown in

the experimental results, as we will present the results when only one of those effects

it taken into account (those will be two special cases of our SVM).

Building a global feature representation

Videos are in general of various length and resolutions, but as an input to our SVM,

we need to build a video representation of a fixed dimensionality. In order to do so,

we sample a fixed number of frames (i.e. we vary the stride for each video), and we

sample a fixed number of points across spatial dimensions by varying strides across

x axis and y axis of one frame. Action features and saliency are then extracted for

all points sampled in such way across the whole video. The extracted action features

are used to build a representation that is fed into an SVM. This is done simply by

doing feature concatenation spatially across a bounding box of a fixed size, and then

doing feature concatenation temporally, across a fixed number of frames.

Formally, the representation of a video xi, denoted by R(xi,bbi) , is a concate-

nation of features extracted at bounding boxes per frame bbi = [bb1 ... bbt ...]
T ,

t = 1, ..., nt where nt is the number of frames. That is, R(xi,bbi) consists of the

concatenated features r(xit, bb
i
t) for each frame t. Formally:

R(xi,bbi) = [r(xi1, bb
i
1)
T ... r(xit, bb

i
t)
T ...]T , t = 1, ..., nt, (24)

where r(xit, bb
i
t) is the concatenation of features extracted by the pretrained 3D-CNN

within the bounding box bbit in frame t, that is:

r(xit, bb
i
t) = [... a(p; θa)

T ...]T , p ∈ bbit, (25)

where p is a point within the predicted bounding box and a(p; θa) is a vector of

features extracted at point p using the 3D CNN (with parameters θa) trained for

action cube classification. The feature vector a(p; θa) is the output of the softmax

layer of the 3D CNN and contains the probabilities that the cuboid p belongs to each
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of the class c. That is:

a(p; θa) = [P (Y = 1|p, θa), ..., P (Y = c|p, θa), ..., ]T , (26)

where c is an action class. Clearly, the dimensionality of a(p; θa) is equal to the

number of classes.

Defining the saliency cost

In our SVM framework we want to avoid choosing bounding boxes bbi with low

concentration of saliency. Hence, for each video xi, we add a cost which is defined

in terms of the saliency concentration in the inferred bounding boxes. The saliency

concentration within the bounding box bbi for the video xi is defined as:

M(xi,bbi) =
nt∑
t=1

m(xit, bb
i
t), (27)

where m(xit, bb
i
t) is the saliency concentration at bounding box bbit at frame t defined

as:

m(xit, bb
i
t) =

∑
p∈bbit

s(p; θs)∑
p∈bbit

1
, (28)

where s(p; θs) is the estimated saliency of a point p using the parameters θs of the 3D

CNN that is trained for saliency prediction. That is:

s(p; θs) = P (Y = +1|p, θs), (29)

where P (Y = +1|p, θs) is the output of the softmax layer of the network for saliency

prediction, that is the probability of a point p being a fixation.

Defining the total SVM cost

Here, we define the SVM learning problem formally. Let xi be a video of nt frames

and bbi = [bbi1, ..., bb
i
t, ..., bb

i
nt]

T bounding boxes per frame that ideally contain

discriminative information for action classification. Let R(xi,bbi) be a representation

of the video in question, as described previously. Typical systems, such as [113, 119,
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120], assume that the information bbi is given, and adopt a video classification scheme

such as wTR(xi,bbi) + b, where w, b are learned using, for example, max-margin

learning. For example, bbi can be given in a form of a STIP detector that is used

in order to sample the cuboids around salient points. The representation R(xi,bbi)

that is built using those points is then fed into an SVM classifier and only SVM

parameters are learned. By contrast, we treat the locations of the bounding boxes

bbi as latent variables and solve the optimization problem in which we are searching

not only for the optimal values of the standard SVM parameters, but also for the

optimal locations of the bounding boxes.

Given a set of labeled videos D = {(x1, y1), ..., (xM , yM)} where yi ∈ {−1, 1}
and M is the number of videos, we are solving the following optimization problem:

min
w,b,{bbi}Mi=1

LD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1), (30)

where

LD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1) =

1

2
(wTw + b2) +

M∑
i=1

[
max(0, 1− yif(w, b; xi,bbi))− λM(xi,bbi)

]
. (31)

In the above equation f(w, b; xi,bbi) is the scoring function for a video xi:

f(w, b; xi,bbi) = wTR(xi,bbi) + b, (32)

and w are concatenated weights per frame:

w = [wT
1 , ..., wT

t , ..., wT
nt]

T . (33)

Note that the additional cost M(xi,bbi) related to the saliency of a bounding box

areas is regularized by the parameter λ.

In Fig. 28 we illustrate the working of our proposed SVM, that is the selection of

the bounding box and building of the input feature representation based on learned

saliency and action features.
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Figure 28: Illustration of the proposed SVM. In each frame xt bounding box bbt is
selected based on saliency concentration and features extracted across that bounding
box. Based on the selected bounding box a frame representation rt(xt, bbt) is built by
concatenating features across the bounding box. A video representation R(x,bb) is
further built by concatenating frame representations.

Optimization

In order to minimize the cost function LD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1) over two subsets of the

parameters, namely w and b on the one hand and {bbi}Mi=1 on the other, we use a
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block coordinate descent method. We iteratively alternate between optimizing the

cost function with respect to the SVM parameters w, b keeping the bounding box

parameters {bbi}Mi=1 fixed (step 2) and optimizing the cost function with respect to

the bounding box parameters {bbi}Mi=1 keeping the SVM parameters w, b fixed (step

3). Step 2 results to a convex optimization problem, more specifically an SVM-like

problem that we solve with a gradient descent method. Step 3 is an optimization

problem that can be solved by enumeration of the positions of the {bbi}Mi=1 - an

efficient exact solution is possible given that we do not consider interdependencies

in subsequent frames (see Eq. (41) - Eq. (45)). Therefore, each step gives optimal

solutions with respect to the subset of the parameters and the procedure converges

to a local minimum.

The full procedure consists of the following steps:

Step 1. Initialization

We initialize the bounding box (bbit)
∗ at frame t as the one that maximizes the

saliency:

(bbit)
∗ = argmax

bbit

m(xit, bb
i
t), (34)

i.e. we are choosing the most salient areas of the videos. Note that this solution

is actually the solution of a special case of our model when in the objective

function the parameter λ = +∞ (see Eq. (31)).

Step 2. Optimization with respect to w, b

In this step we solve for w, b while keeping {bbi}Mi=1 fixed. This results in a

convex optimization problem that we solve by stochastic gradient descent. The

subgradient of the objective function with respect to w is computed as follows:

5wLD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1) = w + C
∑
i

hw(w,xi, yi), (35)
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where

hw(w,xi, yi) =

0, if yif(w, b; xi, (bbi)∗) ≥ 1,

yiR(xi, (bbi)
∗), otherwise.

(36)

and the subgradient with respect to b:

5bLD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1) = b+ C
∑
i

hb(b,xi, yi), (37)

where

hb(b,xi, yi) =

0, if yif(w, b; xi, (bbi)∗) ≥ 1,

yi, otherwise.
(38)

The full gradient descent algorithm for optimizing LD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1) over w, b

is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Stochastic gradient descent for [w, b] optimization

pick a random example i

use (bbi)∗ computed in the previous step to calculate f(w, b; xi, (bbi)∗)

if yif(w, b; xi, (bbi)∗) ≥ 1 then
w← w − αw,
b← b− αb

else
w← w − α(w − CyiR(xi, (bbi)∗)),
b← b− α(b− Cyi)

end if
where α is learning rate.

The learning rate α is set to 0.05/it, where it is the iteration index.

Step 3. Optimization with respect to bb

In this step we optimize LD(w, b, {bbi}Mi=1) with respect to {bbi}Mi=1 by doing

inference for every bounding box bbi independently in the following way:
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(bbi)∗ = argmin
bbi

[
max(0, 1− yif(w, b; xi,bbi))− λM(xi,bbi)

]
(39)

= argmax
bbi

(yif(w, b; xi,bbi) + λM(xi,bbi)) (40)

Here we can see how the search for a bounding box balances between good fea-

ture response f(w, b; xi,bbi) across the bounding box area and a high saliency

concentration M(xi,bbi) of the same bounding box. Further, by applying

f(w, b; xi,bbi) = wTR(xi,bbi) + b, the inference can be written as:

argmax
bbi

(yi(wTR(xi,bbi) + b) + λM(xi,bbi)). (41)

Since R(xi,bbi) is concatenation of features per frame, we get:

argmax
bbi

[
yi(

nt∑
t=1

wTt r(xit, bb
i
t) + b) + λ

nt∑
t=1

m(xit, bb
i
t)
]

(42)

= argmax
bbi

{ nt∑
t=1

[
yiwTt r(xit, bb

i
t) + λm(xit, bb

i
t)
]

+ yib
}
. (43)

We can ignore yib:

=
nt∑
t=1

argmax
bbit

[
yiwTt r(xit, bb

i
t) + λm(xit, bb

i
t)
]
, (44)

and, therefore, the inference of an optimal bounding box positions across the

whole videos comes down to inference of the optimal bounding box position per

frame t:

(bbit)
∗ = argmax

bbit

[
yiwTt r(xit, bb

i
t) + λm(xit, bb

i
t)
]
. (45)
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Step 4. Algorithm iteration

After step 3 the algorithm iterates between step 2 and step 3 until it reaches

the maximum number of iterations.

As our bounding box search space is constrained to fixed size bounding boxes,

the time complexity of one iteration of our algorithm is O(W ×H × nt) (for a single

training example), where W is width, H is height and nt is the number of frames of

a video. The complexity of our method is the same as in [74]. In practice we sample

a fixed number of points across x-axis, y-axis and frames as described in 4.2.1. We

sample 20 points across the x-axis, 10 points across the y-axis and 5 frames across

the video. Therefore, in our case W = 20, H = 10 and nt = 5.

Classification

Once learning is performed, we end up with C binary classifiers that are trained in

one-vs.-all manner. Each of those classifiers parametrized by (wc, bc) can be used in

order to determine whether a video described by xi depicts the action c by solving

the following optimization problem (for clarity, we omit the index i):

y∗c ,bb∗c = argmax
y∈{+1,−1},bb

[yf(wc, bc,bb; x) + λM(x,bb)]. (46)

In order to solve the multiclass classification problem, we find the label c∗ that

gives the maximum response f(wc, bc; x,bb∗c) for the video in question. That is, we

solve:

c∗ = argmax
c∈{1, ..., C}

f(wc, bc; x,bb∗c), (47)

where bb∗c is given by Eq. (46).

Finally, let us note that when the bounding boxes are fixed, the classification

decisions are not influenced by the saliency costs. That is, the binary classification

in Eq. (46) becomes a standard SVM classification, that is:

y∗c = argmax
y∈{+1,−1}

[yf(wc, bc; x,bb∗c)], (48)
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or

y∗c = sgn f(wc, bc; x,bb∗c). (49)

4.2.2 Comparison with latent Support Vector Machine[1]

In this section we will show the relation of our model to the latent SVM proposed in

[1]. If we set λ = 0, the cost function of our model takes the following form:

min
w,b,{bbi}Mi=1

1

2
(wTw + b2) +

M∑
i=1

[
max(0, 1− yif(w, b; xi,bbi))

]
, (50)

while the one of latent SVM[1] is defined as follows:

min
w,b

1

2
(wTw + b2) +

M∑
i=1

[
max(0, 1− yi max

bbi
f(w, b; xi,bbi))

]
. (51)

When searching for (yi)∗ and (bbi)∗ our model searches over all possible combi-

nations of (yi)∗ and (bbi)∗ (analogous to (Eq. 46) when λ = 0; for clarity, in the rest

of the section we omit index i):

y∗,bb∗ = argmax
y∈{+1,−1},bb

yf(w, b,bb; x). (52)

In contrast to this, in [1] the search for y∗ and bb∗ is performed in two separate steps:

bb∗ = argmax
bb

f(w, b,bb; x), (53)

and

y∗ = argmax
y∈{+1,−1}

yf(w, b,bb∗; x). (54)

The formulation presented in [1] is equivalent to one of the two multiple instance
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SVM formulations presented in [147]. In this work two modifications of SVMs that

deal with multiple instance learning (MIL) problems are proposed. Generally, in a

MIL scheme class labels are associated with sets of patterns, i.e. bags, instead of

individual patterns. In that way pattern labels are only indirectly accessible through

labels attached to bags. The first formulation presented in [147] is pattern centered

and the second is bag centered. This means that in the first approach the goal

is to maximize the usual pattern margin jointly over hidden label variables and a

discriminative function. The second approach generalizes the notion of a margin to

bags and the goal is to maximize the bag margin directly. Therefore, in the pattern

centered formulation the margin of every pattern in a positive bag matters and in the

bag centered formulation only one pattern per positive bag matters, i.e. one pattern

will determine the margin of the bag.

Both in our formulation and in the formulation of [1, 147] one bag contains multiple

instances (patterns) from a single video. A bag of a video i consist of all possible

bounding boxes bbi extracted across a single video, i.e. one pattern from a video bag

is bbi. When using the formulation of [1, 147] we are looking for one bounding box

which generates the best feature response and determines the class of the whole video

bag, i.e. we search for the strongest bounding box area response first and classify

it afterwards. In contrast to this, we associate an additional saliency cost with all

patterns, i.e. bounding boxes, in a bag and search for one bounding box which will

have the best combination of feature response and saliency cost. This bounding box

is then the pattern which determines the margin of the whole video bag.

We found that this is the main drawback of the model of [1, 147]: it is not possible

to incorporate the saliency cost under the maxbb term as it would add negative

saliency in the cost for negative examples. On the other hand, this model searches

for the strongest bounding box area response first and classifies it afterwards. By

doing so, the models avoids choosing the strong negative response and classifying it

as negative, as it can happen in our model. In our model we are trying to avoid this by

adding saliency cost. At the end of section 4.2.3 we will report how the experimental

results obtained with each of those models compare.
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4.2.3 Experimental results

In this section we present the action recognition results obtained with the method

presented in 4.2.1. We validate this method on two publicly available sports action

datasets. First, we use the UCF sports dataset which we have used in 4.1.2 and

for which there are recorded fixations available. Second, we use the Olympic sports

datasets[133], for which there are no recorded gaze fixations available and therefore

it was not possible to validate our learned features and saliency prediction in the

MV framework. However, it is possible and we will show the usefulness of saliency

prediction in the SVM framework on this dataset. We use the suggested split for

training and testing available on the dataset webpage.

When predicting saliency on Olympic sports dataset we use 3D CNN for saliency

prediction that is trained on UCF sports dataset. As features we use the one from

[148], which are also deeply learned using a CNN. However, they are learned on

ILSVRC-2012 dataset, which contains only static 2D images, so they do not capture

motion. Feature representation is built in the same way as in the experiments on the

UCF sports dataset. The only minor difference is that during bounding box search

W and H are both set to 7. This is due to the architectural properties of the network

used for feature extraction (for more details see [148]).

As a baseline, in Table 8 we report the results obtained without optimizing with

respect to the bounding box, i.e. when the bounding box at each frame is the whole

frame. Those results are significantly lower than the ones obtained when using bound-

ing boxes, except when λ = 0. This illustrates the importance of both searching for

discriminative areas in the video and the importance of adding the saliency cost.

As the videos are unsegmented, introducing the bounding boxes can reduce the

amount of background noise in the feature representation that is fed into the SVM

classifier. However, when λ = 0 the bounding box choice is not regularized by the

saliency cost. This can lead to choosing a bounding box that contains background

without the relevant action parts. The classifier is then driven only by the irrelevant

background features and that makes misclassification rate higher than when using

the whole frames.

Furthermore, we would like to illustrate the importance of adding the saliency
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Method UCF sports Olympic sports

Lan et al. [104] 73.1 -
Shapovalova et al. [105] 75.3 -
Raptis et al. [85] 79.4 -
Jain et al. [149] 80.24 -
Shapovalova et al. [74] (1 region) 77.98 -
Shapovalova et al. [74] (2 regions) 82.14 -
Ma et al. [150] 81.7 -
Ma et al. [151] 89.4 -
Lu et al. [152] 93.6 -
Jain et al. [153] 74.4 -
Gkioxari et al. [154] 75.8 -
Lan et al. [155] 83.6 -
Niebles et al. [133] - 72.1
Laptev et al. [156] - 62.0
Ni et al. [86] - 92.3
Peng et al. [84] - 93.8
Ours (no bounding box) 67.62 60.45
Ours (λ = +∞) 79.05 67.16
Ours (λ = 0.0) 66.31 59.7
Ours (λ = 5.0) 83.57 64.18
Latent SVM 68.57 61.19

Table 8: Comparison of the results we obtain with our SVM approach to the state-of-
the-art. The measure for UCF sports dataset is mean per class classification accuracy.
The measure for Olympic sports dataset is mean average precision.

cost term in our SVM framework by varying the value of the parameter λ in the set

of values: {0.0, 2.5.5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 15.0, 17.5, 20.0}. The results obtained on the test set

of the UCF sports dataset are presented in Fig. 29. We observe that increasing λ

significantly improves the results and that the peak is reached at λ = 2.5. For λ>17.5

the performance drops and then, as λ→ +∞ it saturates. The highest performance

on the test set was obtained for λ = 2.5 (85.24%), however with cross validation we

obtained λ = 5.0, so in Table 8 we report the results obtained with that value of λ

(83.57%). The value of the SVM parameter C was also obtained by cross validation;

C = 0.1. Parameters λ and C were obtained by cross validation simultaneously and

the cross validation was 2-folded.
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4.2 Support Vector Machine for action recognition

Figure 29: The effect of different λ values on UCF sports test set. Dash-dot green line
represents the results obtained before the optimization, i.e. using the initial weights
and different values of λ, full blue line represents the results after the optimization,
and red dashed line represents the result obtained using the initial weights and the
initial bounding boxes.

In the same figure we illustrate the importance of optimization procedure, i.e.

incorporating the bounding box search in the inference during both training and

testing rather than just during testing, by the difference between the dash-dot green

line and full blue line: the results after the optimization (full blue line) are consistently

better then the results before the optimization (dash-dot green line) even though the

initial weights are obtained using saliency (see Eq. (34)). Note that when using no

saliency for the bounding box inference, i.e. for λ = 0.0, the result, that is 66.31%, is

worse than the result obtained with majority voting using saliency prediction, that is

74.17% (see Table 6). As the initial weights were obtained using saliency information,

this also illustrates the importance of saliency being incorporated in the optimization

procedure.

For the Olympic sports dataset we perform cross validation only over C parame-

ter and use λ = 5.0 obtained for UCF sports dataset. The results we obtain on this

dataset (see Table 8) also show that it is beneficial to use saliency, even if it is learned

on a different dataset. We have seen that on the UCF sports best results are achieved

for smaller λ. Therefore, it is interesting to note that on the Olympic sports dataset
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d g k l ri ru s sB sSA w
diving 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
golf 0 83.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16.7
kicking 16.7 0 66.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 16.7
lifting 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
riding 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
running 0 0 0 0 0 75 0 0 0 0
skateboarding 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 75
swing-bench 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
swing-SA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
walking 0 14.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 85.7

Table 9: Confusion matrix obtained for λ = 5.0 on the UCF sports dataset

better results are achieved when λ = +∞, even though the saliency is learned on

the UCF sports. This is probably due to the fact that in the experiments on UCF

sports we use features trained on this dataset, and in the experiments on the Olympic

sports we use features that are not trained on the Olympic sports dataset.However,

it also implies that our learned saliency is general enough to improve the result on a

different dataset comparing to the method that does not use saliency.

In the same table, that is Table 8, we also compare our results to the state-of-the-

art. The work that is closest to ours is presented in [74]. In their work the recored

human gaze fixations are incorporated, in the training phase only, in the form of a

structural loss of a structured output latent SVM formulation that is used for action

classification. That makes the gaze inference necessary during the optimization. By

contrast, in our method the saliency prediction depends only on the output of the

pretrained 3D CNN, i.e. there is no top-down inference. The works of [104, 105]

also use latent SVM, however no saliency data has been used in either training or

testing. [149, 85, 150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 153] also do not use saliency data. Another

major difference in comparison to [74] is that as a feature representation they use

BoW per frame. By contrast, we use feature concatenation, which seems to be a

better representation, as inside the discriminative area of a bounding box the spatial

relations should not be disregarded. However, our feature representation has obvi-

ous disadvantages which will be discussed later on. Furthermore, [74] reports the

results obtained when inferring one and two discriminative regions to illustrate the
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importance of adding flexibility in the choice of discriminative regions. We can see

that even when using two discriminative regions (for which they obtain best results),

their results were worse than ours even though we use only a single bounding box. In

the confusion matrix presented in Table 9 we can see that the action kicking which

contains additional object of interest (the ball) has the lowest accuracy.

We can see that our results on the UCF sports dataset are comparable to the

ones reported in the recent work of [155] and outperformed by the ones reported

in other two recent works: [151] and [152]. [151] and [155] share similar pipelines.

In the first step they both, using different methods, generate an initial hierarchy of

spatiotemporal segments which contain action elements such as actors, body parts

and objects. In the second step they learn spatial, temporal and hierarchical relations

upon the extracted spatiotemporal segments, [151] using tree based approach, and

[155] using a discriminative clustering method. However, [155] requires supervision

in terms of segmented data: when generating spatiotemporal segments it uses object

proposal models trained on a dataset of segmented objects[157]. The highest results

on the UCF sports dataset are reported in the work of [152]. The main focus of

this work is generating a segmentation mask based on human motion saliency cues.

The reported results (93.6%) are achieved by extracting dense trajectory features

across the area segmented by the proposed method and using a χ2 SVM classifier

on top of them. It is interesting to note that the results obtained by extracting

dense trajectory features across the whole videos are 83.00%[152] and the results

obtained by extracting dense trajectory features across the ground truth bounding

boxes are 89.00%[152]. The findings that using bounding box or segmentation mask

can generally improve classification accuracy over the whole video representation and

that whole-human segmentation is better than a bounding box are consistent with

evaluations from [158]. They are also consistent with our finding that using bounding

boxes is a better than using whole frames for feature extraction. Note that the results

in all three cases are high, even in the case of extracting features across the whole

video. This implies the strength of trajectory based features. In addition to that,

their segmentation method requires supervision in terms of bounding box annotations

of humans. Namely, the human motion saliency is based on the output of DPM[1]

which requires bounding box annotations of humans during training. Our method

does not require bounding box annotations during training.
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The state-of-the-art on Olympic sports dataset are obtained using trajectory based

features and Fisher Vectors as a higher level video representation [84, 86]. 3 As we

mention in the beginning of the related work section, those are the methods that in

general currently hold or are close to the state-of-the-art on the action recognition

datasets.

Overall, we observe that trajectory based features and modeling more complex

spatiotemporal structures between feature extraction and classification stages are

important for obtaining high action classification results. According to that, there

could be a couple of possible directions for the future work in the scope of our SVM

framework. First would be to look into ways how to incorporate trajectory based and

FV based representations in our framework. We could also consider incorporating

other types of feature hierarchies upon the local action features and modifying the

SVM to act simultaneously on multiple levels of hierarchies, possibly even to learn how

to model the hierarchies. Second, as it is found that using segmentation mask is better

than using bounding boxes (even ground truth boundig boxes), it would be good

to incorporate more flexibility in the bounding box search space of our framework,

especially in the number and the size of the bounding boxes. This indeed is the

obvious limitation of our approach: the choice of a fixed size bounding box makes our

representation sensitive to scale changes (see Fig. 27 - the videos presented in this

figure are not misclassified only in the majority voting scheme, but in our SVM scheme

too). Another downside of our approach is using fixed feature concatenation without

any kind of pooling. This makes our feature representation sensitive to translation

changes. That is a problem especially for periodic actions, such as skateboarding and

running - in Table 9 we can see that accuracies obtained for those actions are lower.

Using FV representation or other more sophisticated spatiotemporal structures could

solve this problem.

Comparing with [1]

In section 4.2.2 we showed how our model in a special case when λ = 0 compares

to the one of [1]. Here, in Table 8 we report how their results compare. As we are

interested in comparing only the performance of the latent SVM model [1] to ours,

the features that are used are the ones that we used in all our experiments, i.e. the

3Note that the results of the approach of [84] we report are reported in [159], not in [84].
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ones obtained by 3D CNN. That is, we do not implement the deformable parts model

on top of which latent SVM is built, as presented in [1].

We can see that the model of [1] achieves slightly better results than our model

in case of λ = 0. This was expected as our model can pick up on the noise of strong

negative bounding box responses, while [1] searches for the strong bounding box area

response first and classifies it afterwards. However, with added saliency cost, our

model outperforms it by a large margin. Hence, it seems that adding saliency cost

acts as a much better regularization scheme for not picking the irrelevant background

clutter.

4.2.4 Conclusions

We have developed an SVM framework which incorporates the saliency cost from our

learned saliency prediction and representation built from learned action features. In

this framework we have shown the following.

First, by comparing the results obtained when using features extracted across

bounding boxes fixed at the most salient areas (predicted by our 3D CNN) with the

results obtained when using features extracted across the whole videos we have shown

the importance of using bounding boxes and saliency.

Second, by comparing the results obtained with the optimization where bounding

boxes are considered as latent variables with the results obtained with the optimiza-

tion where bounding boxes are fixed at the most salient areas we have shown the

efficacy of the modeling that jointly optimizes with respect to the standard SVM

weights and the location of bounding boxes that capture the action.

Third, by comparing the results of our SVM obtained with incorporated saliency

cost with the results obtained without incorporating the saliency cost, we have shown

the importance of using saliency in our SVM framework.

Fourth, by comparing our results with the results of [1] we have shown that adding

saliency cost acts as a much better regularization scheme for not picking the irrelevant

background clutter than only searching for the strong bounding box area response,

as in [1].

However, the main disadvantage of our work is building a representation by con-

catenation. Building a representation that consist of features concatenated across
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fixed number of frames and points across x and y axis of a frame may not be the best

representation for some type of actions. As mentioned in section 4.2.3 our current

representation is not robust to larger translation and scale variations. Also, some

actions may require a representation that consists of multiple bounding boxes. In

addition to that, the learned action features themselves are not perfect, as mentioned

in section 4.1.2. As we mention when analyzing state-of-the-art results, few things

that may help to improve the action recognition results are: using trajectories and

FV representations or building other more sophisticated spatiotemporal hierarchical

structures, and using more fine grained segmentation than a single fixed size bounding

box.
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5 Conclusions

In this thesis we have investigated how visual saliency can be learned and used in

the action recognition framework to alleviate action localization and classification.

In chapter 3 we have focused on learning visual saliency using different learning cri-

teria on different levels of the saliency prediction architecture. In chapter 4 we have

focused on learning action features using gaze information and on the development

of an SVM based action recognition framework that uses learned action features and

learned saliency.

In chapter 3 we have focused on the saliency prediction.

First, in contrast to the traditional approaches which use manually selected fea-

tures for saliency prediction, we employed an unsupervised learning algorithm, that

is topographic ICA, in order to learn the low level features for saliency prediction.

Those features have shown superior performance compared to the combination of

manually selected low, mid and high level features. Second, we proposed to learn the

mid layer tICA weights, which are originally kept fixed, and the SVM weights jointly.

As an optimization criterion we have used the SVM supervision criterion. This means

that both the SVM weights and the mid layer tICA weights were optimized to cor-

rectly classify the fixations and non fixations. For the purpose of such joint learning

we have developed an iterative block coordinate descent optimization procedure. We

have shown that such joint learning yields superior saliency prediction results over

the learning in which tICA feature learning and SVM learning are separated. Third,

we have used a 2D CNN in which all layers are optimized jointly to correctly classify

the fixations and non fixations. We have shown that such feature learning that uses

only the supervision criterion on all layers yields the best performance in the saliency

prediction task. Fourth, we have extended 2D convolution to 3D and compared the

performance of 2D and 3D CNNs in the task of spatiotemporal saliency prediction.

We have shown that 3D CNN yields better saliency prediction results.

In chapter 4 we have focused on the action recognition problem and how to use

the saliency to alleviate this problem.

First, as opposed to the commonly used manually designed local action features,
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such as HOG/HOF, we have learned 3D action features using a fully supervised 3D

CNN. The network was optimized to discriminate cuboids according to their action

class. We have shown that features learned in such way compare to the manually

designed action features.

Second, we have proposed an SVM-based recognition framework for joint recogni-

tion and localization, in which the bounding box of the action is considered as a latent

variable. We have developed an optimization procedure which attempts to both min-

imize the classification cost and maximize the saliency within the bounding box. We

have shown that the action recognition results obtained with the optimization where

saliency within the bounding box is maximized outperform the action recognition

results obtained when saliency within the bounding box is not maximized, i.e. when

only classification cost is minimized. Furthermore, this approach has shown better

results than the latent SVM proposed in [1].

To summarize, the work presented in this thesis shows that:

1. learned saliency features yield better results than manually selected saliency

features (S1),

2. incorporating the supervision at more layers of a saliency learning architecture

improves the saliency prediction results (S2, S3),

3. learned action features yield better results than manually selected action fea-

tures (A1),

4. using learned saliency improves action recognition results in a couple of action

recognition frameworks (A1, A2).

The marks in the parenthesis of the each point show to which contribution (listed in

1.2) the point is related. Also, we again refer to Fig. 1 where it can be seen which

part of the work supports which point.
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5.1 Future work

First, we describe the future work regarding saliency prediction.

In our experiments regarding 2D saliency prediction we have used shallow archi-

tectures: the topographic ICA architecture is a two layer network, and the CNN

architecture is a five layer network in which two layers are fixed pooling layers. Those

architectures cannot yield very high level features. It would be interesting to see if

combining our learned features with manually selected high level features, such as

face detection, would improve the saliency prediction results. The next step could

be building deeper networks and see two things. First, how much adding layers can

improve the saliency prediction and second, if there is a certain depth at which either

adding layers or combining learned features with manually selected features does not

improve the results.

In the problem of 2D saliency prediction we were dealing with natural images

for which the gaze fixations were recorded in a free viewing manner, i.e. the people

observing the images were not given a specific task. The gaze fixations for the UCF

sports dataset were recorded in the same way. However, in the UCF sports dataset

there are different (action) classes of videos and that may influence the viewers, i.e.

the action classes may account for the top-down inference. It would be interesting to

investigate further how to design and implement different architectural changes that

would take into consideration action dependent top-down inference.

Second, we describe the future work regarding action recognition and combining

saliency prediction and action recognition.

In our SVM based action recognition framework we are building a representation

that consist of features concatenated across fixed number of frames and points across a

frame. As mentioned in section 4.2.3 this representation has few disadvantages. First,

it is not robust to larger translation and scale variations. Second, some actions may

require a representation that consists of multiple bounding boxes. Third, the learned

action features themselves are not perfect. According to those observations, there are

few possible research directions. First is enhancing the training of the local action

features by using deeper architectures or by using different cuboid sampling strategy

(we mention in 4.1.2 that some fixation points might capture irrelevant movements
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which may corrupt the learning - therefore including all fixation points in the training

may not be the best strategy). Also, using more data which may or may not contain

recorded gaze fixations, could be beneficial - one of the challenges could be how to use

the data which does not contain the recorded gaze fixations. Second is extending our

SVM framework to incorporate the search over multiple bounding boxes of different

sizes. Third is using different representation upon the learned features. As we mention

in 4.2.3 the representations that yield the state of the art are based on trajectories

and Fisher Vectors. Therefore, one of the possible directions would be to investigate

how to incorporate such representations in our framework.

It would be also interesting to see how the saliency learning and action recognition

can be unified in a way that the learning of the action class and/or action features is

incorporated in the learning of the saliency and vise versa. One way to achieve this

could be to develop a learning procedure that iterates between the saliency learning

in which the predicted action class/features is used and the action learning in which

predicted saliency is used. For example, we could iterate between our SVM learning

and saliency learning. Within this procedure it should be learned how to use predicted

saliency for action recognition and predicted action class for saliency prediction.
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6 Appendix A:

Topographic ICA optimization criterion

Here, we will show how the topographic ICA optimization criterion, that is Eq. (2),

is derived. All details of the derivation can be found in [8].

A vectorized image or an image patch I is modeled as a linear superposition of

features ai with corresponding random coefficients si:

I =

n1∑
i=1

aisi = s1


a1,1

a2,1

...

an,1

+ s2


a1,2

a2,2

...

an,2

+ ...+ sn1


a1,n1

a2,n1

...

an,n1

 , (55)

where n1 is the number of features and n is the total number of image pixels. The

si are coefficients that change randomly for each patch. They can thus be considered

as random variables. In contrast, the features ai are the same for all patches.

In what follows we consider whitened image patches instead of raw image patches

I, i.e. we consider z which is a whitened image patch I. In that case a single feature

si is computed as:

si = vTi z =
n∑
j=1

vijzj, (56)

where V = [v1 v2 ... vn1 ]
T is an inverse of matrix A. We assume that the matrix A

is invertible, although this assumption does not always hold. However, for whitened

image patches it does hold (for more details see [8]).

The goal is to estimate features V by maximizing the likelihood of the observed

data. Let us assume that we have observed a single image patch z. The likelihood L

of the observed patch is:
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L(v1,v2, ..., vn1) = p(z) = p(s1, s2, ..., sn1) =

n1∏
i=1

p(si). (57)

From Eq. (57) and Eq. (56) follows (for more details see [8]):

L(v1,v2, ..., vn1) = | det(V)|
n1∏
i=1

p(vTi z). (58)

Since the logarithm is an increasing function, maximization of the likelihood is

the same as maximization of the log-likelihood:

logL(v1,v2, ..., vn1) = | det(V)|+
n1∑
i=1

log p(vTi z). (59)

If we knew the function p we could estimate the features V by maximizing the

Eq. (59) with respect to V. However, we do not really estimate the features vi,

but rather learn them by some intuitively justified statistical criteria. That criteria

is maximization of the sparseness of feature outputs si. Namely, function log p(s) is

chosen to be such to measure the sparseness of feature outputs, i.e. maximization of

the likelihood is equivalent to maximization of the sparsenesses of the outputs if the

function log p(s) are of the form required for sparseness measurements, that is:

log p(s) = h(s2). (60)

where h is a convex function and s = Vz. In practice, h is chosen to be the negative

square root (more on the possible choices of h in [8]). In that case log-likelihood takes

the following form:

logL(v1,v2, ..., vn1) = | det(V)| −

√√√√ n1∑
i=1

(vTi z)2. (61)

The main idea of topographic ICA is to model the topological arrangement of

the features in the same way the cells in the visual cortex are arranged. It is known
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that the cells in the visual cortex have a specific spatial organization. When moving

on the cortical surface, the response properties of the neurons change in systematic

way. This phenomenon is called topographic organization. To model topographic

organization, we have to first define which features are close to each other on the

cortical surface. This is done by arranging the features si on a two-dimensional

grid[8]. This is illustrated in Fig 15. The topography is formally expressed by a

neighborhood function, i.e. pooling matrix π(i, j) that described the proximity of the

features (components) vi and vj. This matrix is described in 3.1.

If we incorporate the idea of topographic ordering, instead of looking at the sparse-

ness of the outputs si we are looking at the sparseness of the outputs cj modeled as:

cj =

n1∑
i=1

π(i, j)s2i , (62)

where j = 1, ..., n2, n2 being the number of outputs after the pooling operation.

The log p function is then:

log p(s) = h(c), (63)

and the log-likelihood of topographic ICA is:

logL(v1,v2, ..., vn1) = log | det(V)| −
n2∑
j=1

√√√√ n1∑
i=1

π(i, j)(vTi z)2. (64)

Finally, we observe the log-likelihood of multiple image patches. As we can assume

that the patches are independent from each other, the probability of observing T

patches is the product of the probabilities of observing each patch independently:

L(v1,v2, ..., vn1) =
T∏
t=1

p(zt). (65)
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The log-likelihood of all patches is:

logL(v1,v2, ..., vn1) = T log | det(V)| −
T∑
t=1

n2∑
j=1

√√√√ n1∑
i=1

π(i, j)(vTi zt)2. (66)

The topography given by π(i, j) is considered fixed, and only the linear feature

weights vi need to be estimated, so this likelihood is a function of the vi only. The

vectors vi are constrained to form an orthogonal matrix, so the determinant is con-

stant (one) and the term T log | det(V )| can be ignored. Therefore, the minimization

of Eq. (2) follows directly.
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